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Calibration of ins trumen ts and standards is a refined form of measurement. Meas ure
ment-of some property of a thing is an operation t hat yields as an end res ult a number t hat 
indicates how much. of the proper ty t he t hing has. Measuremen t is ordinarily a repeatable 
oper atIOn, so t hat It IS appropJ'latc to r egard meas urement as a production process, t he 
"product" bein g t he numbers, i .e ., t he measurements, t hat it yields; a nd to apply to meas
uremen t processes in t he laborator y the con cepts and techniques of statistical process control 
t hat h ave proved so useful in the quality control of indust rial production. 

Viewed t hus it becomes e viden t t hat a part icula r measurement operatio n cannot be 
regarded as const itu ti ng a meas urement process unless statistical stabili ty of t he type 
known as a state of stat istical cont rol has bee n attai ned . In order to dete;'mine whether 
a par t icular measuremen t operat ion is , or is not, in a state of s tatis tical con trol it is neces
sar.v to be defini te on what variations of proced ure, appa ratus, environmental cond it ions , 
observers, operators , etc ., a re allowable i n "repeated a pplications" of what wi ll be eons id
r red to be the same measureme nt procrss applied to t he m easurement of t he same quanti ty 
under t he same co ndi t ions. To be realistic , the "allowable variations" must be of sufficient 
scope to bracke t t he cir cumstances likely to be met in practice. Fur thermore, an.v experi
mental program t hat a ims to determine t he standa rd deviation of a measurement process 
as a n indication of its precis ion, must be based on appropriate random sampling of this 
Ii ke ly range of cir cumstances . 

Ordinarily t he accurae.l' of a measurement process may be ch aracterized by giving (a) 
til(' sta nd ard deviation of the process and (b) credible bou nds to its likely overall system
atic error. Determin at ion of cred ible bounds to the combined effect of recognized p oten 
t ial sourel's of s)'skmat ic error ahl-ays in vo lves som.e a r bit r ariness, not only in the placing 
of reasona ble bounds on t he s)'stcmatic error likel.v to be contributed by eac h particular 
assignable causl', but also in t he ma nner in which t hese indi vidual cont ribu tion:; a re co m
bined . ConsC' qu l' ntly, t he " inaccuracy" of end r l's ul ts of meas urement cUlm ot be ('x
pressed by "confidence limits" corrrsponding to a defin ite n umerical "confidence level, " 
except in those rare instances in which t he possible overall systematic error of a fin a l result 
is negli gible in comparison with its imprecision _ 

/ 

1. Introduction 

Calibration of instruments and standa rds IS 
basically a refined for m of m.eaSllrement. l\Ieasure
ment is the assignm ent of numb ers Lo material 
things to l'epresen t the r elations existing among 
them wi t.h respect to particular properties . One 
always meas ures proper ties of things, no t the things 
themselves. In prac tice, measurement of so me 
property of a thi Ilg ordinarily takes the form of a 
sequence of steps or operations that yields as an end 
res ult a number that indicates how much of this 
properLy the thing has, tor someone to use for II 

specific purpose. The end result may be the out
co me of a single reading of all ins trument. 1\IIore 
often it is so me kind of average, e.g ., the arithmetic 
mean of a number of independent determinations of 
t he same magnitude, or the final result of a least 
sq uares "r eductioll" of measurements of a num bel' 
of different quanti ties that bear known r ela tions to 

each other in accordance \\-itlt a defi ni te experimental 
plan. In general, Lh e purpose for which Lhe ans weI' 
is needed deLermines the accul'acy r equired and 
ordinarily also the method of meas urement employed . 

Specification of the appa ratus and auxiliary 
equipm ent to be used, tl le operat ions to be performed, 
the sequence in which Lhey a re to be execu ted, and 
the conditions under whiclt the.\" ar e respectively to 
be carried out- these instructions collectivel" serve 
to define a method of measurement. A Irleasure
men t process is the realir.ation of a method of 
measuremen t in. terms of particular apparatus and 
equip men t of the prescribed kinds, particular co ncli
bons that at best only approximate the conditions 
prescribed, and particular persons as operators and 
observers. 

· PrrscniccJ fit the 1962 Standard s Laboratory ConCerellce, ·~cl tion a l Bllrrau of 
Standards, Bould.' r , Colo ., Au gust 8- 10, 1962. 

It has long been recognized that, in underLaking 
Lo apply a particular method of meflsuremen t, a 
deg ree of consistency among repeated measw-emen Ls 
of a s ingle quantity needs to be attained before the 
method of measurement concerned call be regarded 
as meaningfully realized, i.e. , before a measurem.ent 
process can be said to have been established that is 
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a realization of the method of measuremen t con- To characterize the accuracy of a measuremen t 
cerned. Indeed, consis tency or statis tical stability process it is necessary, therefore, to indicate (a) i ts 
of a very special kind is required : t o qualify as a systematic error or bias, (b) its precision (or impre
m easuremen t process a measurem.en t operation must cision)- and, strictly speaking, also, (c) the form of 
have attained what is known in industrial quality the dis tribu t ion of the individual measurem ents 
control language as a state of statistical control. about the process average. Such is the unavoidable 
Unt il a m easuremen t operat ion has been " debugged" situation if one is to concern one's self with indi
to the extent that it has at tained a state of statistical vidual measurements yielded by any particular m eas
control it cannot be regarded in any logical sense as urement process . Fortunately, however, " final 
measuring anything at all . And when it h as attained results" are ordinarily some kind of average or ad
a state of statistical con trol there may still remain justed value derived from a se t of independent 
th e question of wlJether it is faithful to the method measuremen ts, and when four or more independent 
of measurement of which it is in tended to be a measuremen ts are involved, such adjusted values 
realization . tend to be normally distribu ted to a very good ap-

The systematic error, or bias, of a measurement proximation, so that the accuracy of such final r es ults 
process r efers to its tendency to measure something can ordinarily b e characterized satisfactorily by in
other than what was intended ; and is determined by dicating (a) their imprecision as expressed by their 
th e magnitude of the differ ence }l- T between the standard errol', and (b) th e system atic error of the 
process average or limiting mean }l associated with process by which th ev were obtained . 
measuremen t of a particular quantity by the The error of any single measurement or adjusted 
measuremen t process concerned and the true value value of a particular quan tity is, by definition, the 
T of the m agnitude of this quan tity. On first difference between the measm ement or adjusted 
thou ght, the " true value" of the magnitude of a value concerned and the t rue value of the magni tude 
par ticular quanti ty appears t o b e a simple str aigh t- of this qu antity. The error of any particular m eas
forward concept. On careful analysis, however , it uremen t or adjusted valu e is, therefore, a fixed num
becomes evident that the " tru e v alue" of the magni- bel' ; and this num bel' will ordinarily be unknown a nd 
tude of a quantity is intimately linked to the pu['- unknowable, because the true value of the magnit ud e 
poses for which knowledge of th e magnitude of this of the quantity concerned is ordinarily unlmown and 
quant ity is needed , and canno t, in the -final analysis, unknowable. Limi ts to the error of a single meas
be meaningfully a nd usefully defin ed in isola tion uremen t or adj usted value may, however , be in
from th ese needs. ferred from (a) the precision, and (b) bounds on the 

The precision of a measuremellt process refers to , sys tematic error of the measurement process by 
and is determined by th e degree of mutual agree- whi ch it was produced- bu t no t without risk of being 
m en t characteristic of independent measuremen ts of incorrect, because, quite apar t from the inexactness 
a single quantity yielded by r ep eated applications with which bounds are commonly placed on a sys
of th e process uncl eI' specified conditions; and its tematic error of a measurement process, such limits 
accuracy refers to , and is determined by, th e degr ee are applicable to the error of the single measurement 
of agreemen t of such measurem ents with the true 01' adjusted value, no t as a unique individual ou t 
valu e of the magnitude of the quan tity concerned. com e, bu t only as a typical case of the errors charac
In brief "accuracv" has to do with closeness to th e teristic of such measuremen ts of t he same qu an tity 
truth ; " precision ," only with closeness together. that might have been, or might be, yielded by the 

Systematic errol' , precision, and accuracy are in- same measuremen t process under th e same condi
heren t characteristics of a measuremen t process and tions. 
no t of a par ticular measuremen t yielded by t he Sin ce the precision of a measurement process is de
process . 'Ve may also speak: of t he sys tematic error, termined by the characteristic "closeness together " 
precision , and accuracy of a p articular method of of successive independen t measurements of a single 
measurement that has t he capability of statis tical magnitude generated by repeated application of th e 
con trol. But these terms are not defined for a meas- process under specified conditions, and its bias or 
urement operation that is no t in a state of statis tical systematic error is determined by the direction and 
control. amount by which such measurements tend to differ 

The precision , or more correc tly, the imprecision from the tru e value of the magnitude of th e quantity 
of a measuremen t process is ordinarily summarized concern pd, i t is necessary to be clear on what v aria
by the standard deviation of th e process, which ex- tions of procedure, apparatus, environmental con
presses the characteristic disagr eemen t of repeated ditions, observers, etc., are allowable in "repea ted 
measurements of a single quantity by the process applica tions" or what will be considered to be the 
concerned, and thus serves to indicate by how much same measurement process applied to the measure
a par ticular measurement is likely to differ from other men t of the same quantity under the same conditions. 
values that the same measurem ent process might If whatever measures of the precision and bias of a 
have provided in this instance, or might yield on re- measuremen t process we may adop t are to provide 
measurement of the same quan tity on ano ther occa- a r ealistic indication of the accuracy of this process in 
sion . Unfortunately, there does no t exist any single practice, then the " allowable variations" must be of 
comprehensive measm e of the accuracy (or inaccu- sufficient scope to bracket the range of circumstances 
racy) of a measurement process analogous to the commonly met in practice. Furthermore, any ex
standard devia tion as a measure of its imprecision . perimental program tbat aims to determine the pre-
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cision, and thence the accuracy of a measurem.en t 
proce , mu t be based on an appropriate random 
sampling of thi "range of circumstances," if the 
usual Cools of statistical analysis are to be strictly 
applicable. 

\Vh en adequate random sampling of the appro
priate "range of ciJ'cumstances" is no t feasible, 01' 

even possible, then it is necessary (a) to compute, by 
extrapolation from available data, a more or less 
subj ective estimate of the precision of the measure
men t process concerned, to serve as a substitu te for 
a direct experimental measure of this characteristic, 
and (b) to assign more or less subj ective bounds to 
t he s.Ystematic error of the measuremen t process. 
To t he exten t that such at least partially subj ective 
computations are involved , the res ul ting evaluation 
of th e overall accuracy of a measurement process 
"is based on subj ect-matter knowledge and skill , 
general information, and in tuition- bu t no t on sta
t istical methodology" [Coclu'an et al. 1953 , p . 693] . 
Consequently, in such cases the statistically precise 
concep t of a family of "confidence in tervals" asso
ciated with a defin ite "confidence level" or "confidence 
coefficient" is not applicable. 

The foregoing points and certain other related 
m atters fi r e discussed in greater detail in the suc
ceeding sections, together with an indication of 
procedures for the realistic evaluation of precision 
and accuracy of established procedures for t he 
calibration or instnm1ents and standards th at mini
mize as m uch as possible the subj ective elements of 
such an evaluation. To the exten t that complete 
climim tion of th fl subj flctive eJement is not always 
possible, the responsibili ty for an impor tan t and 
sometimes the m ost difficul t part of the evaluation 
is shifted from the shoulders of the statistician to 
the shoulders of th e subj ect m atter "exper t ." 

2. Measurement 

2 .1. Nature and Object 

:Measurem en t is the assigmnen t of Dlun bers to 
matCI'jal things to r epresen t the r elations existing 
among them wi th respect to par ticular proper ties. 
The num ber assigned to some particular proper ty 
serves to represen t the relative amount of this prop
erty associated with the obj ect concerned, 

M easuremen t always per tains to proper ties of 
things, no t to the things t hemselves, Thus we 
canno t measure a m eter bar , but can and usually 
do, m easure i ts length; and we could also measure its 
m ass, its density, and perhaps, also its hardness, 

The object of measurement is twofold : first, sym
bolic representation of proper ties of things as a 
basis for concep tual an alysis; and second, to effect 
the represen tation in a form amenable to the power
ful t ools of mathematical analysis. The decisive 
feature is symbolic representation of properties, for 
which end numer als are no t th e only usable symbols, 

I n practice the assignmen t of a numerical magni
tude to a par ticular property of a thing is ordinarily 
accom plished by comparison wi th a set of standards, 
or by comparison either of th e quantity itself, or of 

some transform of it, wi th a previously calibrated 
scale. Thus, length m easuremen ts arc usually m ade 
by directly comparing the length con cerned with a 
calibrated bar or tape; and mass measureJllon ts, by 
directly comparin g t lle weigh t of a given mass wi th 
the weigh t of a set of standard m asses, by mean oj' 
a b alance; but Jorce m easurem ents are usually 
carri ed ou t in terms of some transform , such as by 
readin g on a calibrated scale the extension that the 
force produces in a spring, or the deflection that it 
produces in a proving ring; and t emper ature measure
men ts are usually performed in terms of some trans
form , such as by reading on a calibra ted scale the 
expansion of a column of m ercury, or t he elec trical 
resistance of a platinum wire. 

2.2. Qualitative and Quantitative Aspects 

As W alter A. Shewhar t, father of statistical con
trol char ts, has rem.arked: 

" It is im porta nt to rcali zc . , . t hat l here a re- two aspects 
of a n ope- ration of measuren1('nL; o ne is qua n t itat ive and the 
olhe r qualitat ive. One co nsisLs o f n wubel's or po in te l' read
i ngs s uch as the obse rved lengths in n measurc'men ts of the 
length of a lin e, a nd t he other co nsis ts of t he physical manipu
lations of ph ysica l t hi ngs b y someone in acco rd w ith instruc
tions that \ye sha ll ass ume to be- desc ri bable ill wo rds con
s ti tutin g a text." [Shewha rl 1939, p. B O.) 

M ore specifically, the qu ali tative factors involved 
in the measurcmen t or a quan ti t:,- are: tbe apparatus 
a nd auxiliary equipment (e.g., reagen ts, batteries or 
other so urce 0 f alec trical e nergv, c tc. ) employed ; 
the operators and observas, if any, involved; the 
operations performed, together with the sequence in 
whi ch , and the conditions under which, they are 
r espectively carried ou t. 

2.3. Correction and Adjusbnent of Observations 

The numbers obtained as "readings" on a cali
brated scale are ordinarily the end product of every
day measurement in the trades and in the home. 
In scientific work there arc usuall~T two important 
addi tional quan titative aspects of m easurement: 
(1) correction of the readings, or their t ransforms, to 
compensate for known deviations from ideal execu
tion of the prescribed operations, and for non
negligible effects of variations in uncontrolled vari
abIes; and (2) adjustment of "raw" or corrected 
m easurements of par ticular quantit ies to ob tain 
values of these quan tit ies that conform to restric
t ions upon, 01' in terrelations among, the magnitudes 
of these quan tities imposed by the nature of the 
problem . 

Thus, it m ay no t b e practicable or economically 
feasible to take r eadings at exactly the prescribed 
temperatures; but quite practicable and feas ible to 
bring and hold the temperature wi thin narrow neigh
borhoods of the prescribed values and to r ecord the 
actual temperatures to which th e respective readings 
correspond. In such cases, if the deviations !Tom tb e 
prescribed temper atures are not negligible, "temper
ature corrections" based on appropr iltte theory are 
usually applied to th e respective readin gs to bring 
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them to the values that presmnably would have been 
observed if the tenlperature in each instance had 
b een exactly as prescribed . 

In practice, however , thc objective just stated is 
rarely, if ever , actually achieved. Any "temperature 
corrections" appli ed could be expected to bring the 
respective readings " to the values that presmllably 
would have b een observed if the temperature in each 
instance had been exactly as prescribed " if and only 
if these "temperature corrections" made appropriate 
allowances for all of the effects of the deviations of 
the actual temperatures from those prescribed. 
" T emperature corrections" ordinarily correct only 
for particular effects oJ the deviations of the actual 
temperatures from their prescribed values; not for all 
of the effects on the readings traceable to deviations 
of the actual temperatures from those prescribed. 
Thus :Michelson u tilized "temperature corrections" in 
his 1879 investigation of the speed of light ; but his 
r esults exhibit a dependence on temperature after 
"temperature correction." The "temperature cor
rections" applied corrected only for the effects of 
thermal expansion due to variations in temperature 
and not also for changes in the index of refraction of 
the air due to changes in the humidity of the air, 
which in June and July at Annapolis is highly cor
r elated with temperature. Corrections applied in 
practice are usually oj more limited scope than the 
names that they are given appear to indicate. 

Adjustment of observations is fundam entally 
different from th eir "correction. " When two or more 
related quantities arc measured individually, the 
resulting measured values usually fail to satisfy th(~ 
constraints on their magnitudes implied by the given 
interrelations among the qu antities concerned. In 
such cases th ese "raw" m easured values ar e mutually 
contradictor~~, and require adjustment in order to be 
usable for the purpose intended . Thus, measured 
values of the three cyclic difl'eren ces (A - B ), (B - C), 
and (C- A ) b etween the lengths of three nominally 
equivalent gage blocks arc mutually contradictory, 
and strictly speaking are no t usable as values of 
these differences, unless they sum to zero. 

The primary goal of adjustment is to derive from 
such inconsistent measurements, if possible, adjusted 
values for the quantities concerned that do satisIy the 
constraints on their magnitudes imposed by the 
nature of the quantities themselves and by the 
existing interrelations among them. A second objec
tive is to select from all possible sets of adjusted 
values the set that is the "best"- or, at least, a set 
that is "good enough" for the intended purpose- in 
some well-defined sense. Thus, in the above case of 
th e measured differences between the lengths of 
three gage blocks, an adjustment could b e effected 
by ignoring the measured value of one oI the differ
ences entirely, say, the difference (C-A), and taking 
the negative of the sum of the other two as its 
adjusted value, 

Adj(C- A )= - [(A - B )+ (B - C)]. 
This will certainly assure that the sum of all three 
values, (A- B ) + (B -C) + Adj(C-A) , is zero , as 
required, and is clearly equivalent to ascribing all of 

the excess or deficit to the replaced measurement , 
(C- A ). Alternatively, one might prefer to dis
tribute the necessary total adjustment -[(A-B ) 
+(B -C)+(C-A)] equally over the individual 
m easured differences, to obtain the following set of 
adjusted values: 

Ad] (A- B )= (A-B)-~ [(A- B )+ (B -C)+ (C- A )] 

=~ [2 (A - B )- (B -C)-(C-A )] 

Adj (B -C)=! [2 (B -C)- (A- B )- (C- A)] 
3 

Adj (C-A)=~ [2 (C- A )-(A - B )- (B -C)]. 

Clearly, the sum oj' these three adjusted values must 
always be zero , as required, regardless of the values 
of the original individual measured differences. 
Furthermore, most persons, I believe, would con
sider this latter adjustment the better; and under 
certain conditions with respect to th e "law of error" 
governing the original measured differences, it is 
indeed the "best. " 

Note that no adjustment problem existed at 
the stage wben only two of these differences had 
been measured whichever they were, for then the 
third could be obtained by sub traction . As a 
general principle, when no more observations are 
taken than are sufficient to provide one value of 
each of the unknown quantities involved, then the 
results so obtained are usable at least- they may 
not be " best." On the otber hanel , when additional 
observations ar e taken, leading to "over determina
tion" an d consequent contradiction of the funda
mental properties of , or the basic r ela tionships amo ng 
the quan tities concerned, then the respective obser
vations must be regarded as contradicting one 
another. When this happens the observations 
themselves , or values derived from them, must b e 
replaced by adjusted values such that all contradic
tion is r emoved. "This is a logical necessity, since 
we cannot accept fo r truth that which is contradic
tory or leads to contradictory results." [Chauvenet 
1868, p. 472.] 

2.4. Scheduling the Taking of Measurements 

Having done what one can to remove extraneous 
sources of error, and to make the b asic measurements 
as precise and as free from systematic error as pos
sibl e, i t is frequ ently possible not only to increase 
the precision of th e end resul ts of major interest but 
also to simul taneously decrease their sensitivity to 
sources of possible systematic error, by careful 
sch edulin g of the measurements required. An 
instance is provided by the traditional procedure for 
calibrating liquid-in-glass thermometers [W aidner 
and Dickinson 1907, p. 702; NPL 1957, pp . 29- 30; 
Swindells 1959, pp . 11- 12]: Instead of attempting to 
hold the temperature of the comparison bath con
stant, a very difficult objective to achieve, the heat 
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input to tho bath is so adjusted that its temperature 
is slowly increasing at a steady rate, and then read
ings or, say, four Lest Lh ermometers and two 
sta ndard s are taken in n,ccordance with the schedule 

th e readings being spaced unirormly in time so t haL 
the arithmetic mean of the two r eadings of anyone 
thermometer will correspond to the temperature of 
the comparison baLh at the midpoint of the period. 
Such scheduling or measurement taking operations so 
that the effects of the specific types of departures 
from perfect control of conditions and procedure will 
have an opportunity to balance out is one of the 
prin cipal aims of the fut and science of statistical 
design of experiments. For addi tional physical 
science examples, see, for instance, Youden [1951a; 
and 1954- 1959]. 

2.5. Measurement as a Production Process 

,Ve may summal'i7.e our discussion of measurement 
up Lo Lhis point, as follows: :Measurement of some 
properLy of a thing in practice always takes th e form 
of a sequence of steps or operaLions that yield as all 
end result a number Lhat serves to represent the 
amount or quantity of some particular property or a 
thin g- a number that indicates how much of this 
property the thin&:,.. has, for som eone to use for a 
speCIfic purpose. The end result may be the out
come of a single reading of an instrumen t, with or 
without correc tions for departures from prescribed 
co nditions. More often it is some kind of average 
or adjusted value, e.g. , the arithmetic mean o( a 
number of independent determinations or the same 
magni tud e, or the final resul t 0(, say, a least squares 
"reduction" of measurem en Ls of a number o[ differen t 
quantities that have known relations to the quantity 
of interest. 

Measurement of some property of a thing is ordi
narily a repeatable operation. This is certainly the 
case for the types o[ m easurement ordinarily met in 
the calibration of standards and instrwllents. It is 
instructive, therefore, to regard measurement as a 
pToduction process , the "product" being the numbers, 
that is . the measurements that it yields; and to com
pare and contrast measurement processes in the 
laboratory with mass production processes in indus
try. For the moment it will suffice to note (a) that 
when successive amounts of units of "raw material" 
are processed by a particular mass production 
process, the output is a series of nominally identica,l 
items o[ product- of the particular type produced 
by t}Je mass production operation , i.e., by the 
method of production concerned; and (b) that wh en 
successive objects are measured by a particular 
measurement process, the individual items o[ "prod
uct" produced consist of the numbers assigned to 
the respective objects to represent the relative 
amounts that tbey possess of the property deter
mined by the method of measurement involved. 

2 .6. Methods of Measurement and Measurement 
Processes 

Specification of the apparatus and a uxiliary equip
ment to be used, the operations to be performed, the 
sequence in which they are to be carried out, and the 
conditions under which they are respectively to be 
carried out- these instructions collectively serve to 
define a method of measurement. To the extent that 
corrections may be required they are an integral part 
of measurement. The types of corrections that will 
ordinarily need to be m ade, and specific procedures 
for making them, should be included among "the 
operations to be perform ed." Lik:ewise, the essen
tial adjustments required should be noted, and 
specific procedures for J1Mkin g th em incorporated in 
the specification oJ a m ethod o[measurement. 

A measurement process is Lhe reali7.ation of a 
method of m easurement in terms o( part.icular 
apparatus and equipment of Lhe prescribed kind s . 
particular co nditions t haL at best only approximate 
Lhe conditions prescribed, and p ruti cular persons as 
operaLors and observers [ASTM 1961 , p. 1758; 
Murphy 1961 , p. 264]. Of course. Lhere will of Len 
be a question whether a par ticular m easuremen t 
process is loyal to the method or measurement of 
which it is intend ed Lo be ,1, reali;t,ation ; 01' whether 
two differ en t Ineasuremen L processes c,w be con
sidered to be reali za Lions of Lhe same method of 
measuremenL. 

To begin with , writLen speciflcation o[ method s 
of measurement of Len conLain absolutely precise 
instructio ns which, however , cannot be cnrried out 
(repeatedly) with complete exacLitude in pmctice; 
[or eXf1,mple, "move the two pilrallel cross ha,irs or the 
micrometer of Lhe microscope until the graduation 
li ne of the sta,ndard is centered between them." The 
accuracy with which such instru cLions can be c,tuied 
out in pnLCtice will alw,t,Ys depend upon " the cir
cumstances"; in the case cited , on t he skill or the 
oper,1,Lor , Lhe quality o[ Lhe gnl,dwtLion line or the 
standard, Llle quality of the screw o[ the mi crometer, 
the parallelism of the cross ha,irs, etc. To the extent 
thaL the written specification or a m ethod of measure
ment involves absolutely precise insLructions that 
cannot be carried out with complete exactitude in 
pmctice there are certain to be discrepancies between 
a method of measurement ,l, nd its reali7.ation by a 
particular measurement process . 

In addition, the specification of a method of 
measurement often includes a number of imprecise 
instructions, such as "raise the temperature slowly," 
"stir well before taking a reading," "make sure that 
the t ubing is clean," etc. Not only are such in
structions inherently vague, but also in any given 
instance they must be understood in terms of the 
general level of refinement characteristic of the 
context in which they occur. Thus, "make sure that 
the tubing is clean" is not an absolutely definite in
stru ction ; to some people this would n"lean simply 
that the tubing should be clean enough to drink 
liquids through; jn some laboratory work it might be 
interpreted to m ean mechanically washed and 
scoured so as to be free from dir t and other ordinary 
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solid matter (but not cleftnsed also with chemical 
solvents to remove more stubborn contaminants); 
to an advanced experim ental physicist it may mean 
not merely mechanically washed and chemically 
cleansed, but also " out gassed " by being heated to 
and held at a high temperature, near the softening 
point, for an hour or so. All will agree, I b elieve, 
that it would b e exceedingly difficult to make such 
instructions absolutcly d efinite with a convenient 
number of words. To the extent that the specifica
tion o[ a method of measurement includes instruc
tions that are not absolu tely defini te, there will be 
roolTl. for differen ces between measurement processes 
th at are intended to be realization of the very same 
method of m easurement. 

Recognition of the difficulty of achieving absolute 
definiteness in the specification of a method of 
measurement does not imply that "any old set" of 
instructions will serve to defin e a method of measure
m ent. Quite the contrary. To qualify as a specifi
cation of a method of measurement, a set of instruc
tions must b e sufficiently definite to insure statistical 
stability of repeated measurements of a single 
quantity, that is, derived measurement processes 
must be capable of meeting the criteria of statistical 
control [Shewhart 1939, p . 131; Murphy 1961, p. 265; 
ASTM 1961, p. 1758]. To elucidation of the mean
ing of, and need for this requirement we now turn. 

3. Properties of Measurement Processes 

3.1. Requirement of Statistical Control 

The n eed for attaining a degree of consistency 
among repeated m easurements of a single quantity 
before the m ethod of measurement concerned can b e 
regarded as m eaningful has certainly been r ecognized 
for a long, long time . Thus G aliI eo , describing his 
famous experimen t on th e acceleration of gravity 
in which he allowed a b all to roll differ ent distances 
down an inclined plane wrote : 

" ... si lasciava (como dico) scend ere pe r il detto canale 
la palla, notando, !l eI modo che appresso diro, il temp che 
consumava nello scorrerlo tutto, replicando il m edesimo atto 
molte volte per ass icurarsi bene della quantitil del temp, n el 
quale non s i t rovava mai differenza ne an co della decima parte 
d ' una batt u ta di polso . Fatta e stabilita prec isam ente tale 
operazion e, facemmo scender la m edisima palla solamen te p er 
la quarta pa r te della lunghezza di esso canale ... " 1 

[Galileo 1638, Third Day; Nat' l. ed. , p . 213.] 

Something more than n1.ere "consistency" is re
quired, however , ftS Shewhart points out eloquently 
in his very important chapter on "The Specification 
of Accuracy and Precision" [Sh ewhart 1939, ch . IV]. 
H e b egins by noting that the description given b y 
R. A. Millikan [1903 , pp. 195- 196] of a method for 
determining the surface tension T of a liquid from 
measurements of the force of tension F of a film of 

1 I am grateful to my colleam e Ugo Fano fO I' the followin " literal translation: 
" . .. we let . as I was sayinq, the ball descend through said channel , record~ 

ing, in a manner presentl y to be described , the time it too k in t raversinlS it all , 
ropeating the same action many t imes to make rea.I1 y Sure of the magnitude of 
time, in wh ich one never found a difference of oven a trnth of a pul sf'beat. If av
ing done an d established preCisely such operation, we lrt the same ball descend 
only for tre fourth part of the length of the sa me channel; . . . " 

the liquid con tains the following instruction with 
regard to the b asic readings from which measure
m.ents of F are derived : "Continue this operation 
until a number of consisten t r eadings can be ob
tained." Shewhart then comments on this as 
follows: 

the text d escribing t he operat ion does not say to 
carry out s uch and s uch phvsical operations and call t he 
res ult a m eas urement of 7'. Instead, it says in effect not, to 
call the res ult a m easure men t of 7' un t il one has attain ed a 
certain degree of consistency among t he observed values of 
F and h enee a mong t hose of 7'. Although t hi s req uiremen t is 
not a lways explici t ly stated in specifica t ions of t he operatio n 
of measurements as it was here, I think it is always implied . 
Likewi se, I think it is a lways ass um ed t ha t t here can be too 
much consistency or uniformi ty among th e obser\' ed values 
as, for example, if a large number of meas urements of the 
surface tension of a liquid were found to be ident ical. What 
is wanted bu t not ex plicitly describ ed is a specific kind and 
degree of consistency . 

" . i t shou ld be noted that the adviee to repeat t he 
operation of meas uring s urface tension un t il a number of 
consistent readings have been obtained is indefinite in that it 
does not ind icate how man y readings s hall be ta ken before 
applying a test for consis tency, nor what kind of test. of 
consistency is to be applied to t he numbers or pointer read
ings . . .. One of the obj ects of t his chapter is to see how 
far one can go toward improv in g t hi s situation by providing 
an operationally defin ite criterion that preliminary observa
t ion s must meet bcfore t hey are to be conside red consisten t 
in t he sense imp lied in t he instruction cited abo \·e. 

" B efore doing this, however , we must give attention no t 
so much to the consistency of the n observed \'a lues al read y 
obtained by n repetitions of the operation of meas urem ent as 
,,·e do to t he re producibili ty of the operation as determined by 
t he numbers in t he potentially infinite sequence co rrespondin g 
to an infinite number of repetit ions of t his operat ion . No 
one would care very much how co ns istent t he firs t n prelimi
nary observations were if no t hin g could b e validly inferred 
from t his as to what future observations would sho\\". H ence, 
i t seems to me t hat t he characteristics of t he numerical as
pects of an operation t ha t is of g reatest practical in terest is 
its re producibility within tolemnce limits throughout the infinite 
sequence . The limi t to which we may go in t his direction is 
to a ttain a state of statistical control. The attempt to 
attain a certain kind of consistency within t he first n ob
served values is merely a m eans of a ttainin g reproducibili tv 
within limi ts throughout t he whole of the sequence ." 
[Shew hart 1939, pp. 131- 132. ] 

The point that Shewhart makes forcefully, and 
stresses repeatedly later in the same chapter, is that 
th e first n measurements of a given quantity gen
erated by a particular m easurement process provid e 
a logical basis for predicting the behavior of further 
measurements of the same quantity by the same 
m easurement process if and only if these n m easure
m ents may b e regarded as a random sample from a 
"population" or " universe" of all conceivable 
measurements of the given qu antity b~~ the measure
ment process concerned ; that is, in the language of 
mathematical statistics, if an only if the n measure
m ents in hand may b e regarded as "observed 
values" of a seq uence of random variables charac
terized by a probability distribution identified with 
the measurement process concerned, and related 
through the values of on e or more of its parameters 
to the magnitude of Lhe quantity measured . 

It should b e noted especially that nothing is said 
about the mathematical form of the probability 
distribution of these random variables. The im
portant thing is that there b e one. W. Edwards 
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Deming has put this cleady and forcefully in these 
words: 

" In apply in g s ~a(' i s (' i cal ~ I H'ory, th e main considera tion 
is no t what t he shape of Lhl' uni vc rtic is, but whether there is 
any universe at a ll. No Ulli vc rst' ca ll be ass um ed , nor 
statist ical t heory ... appl ird ull lr ss t he observations s how 
sta t is tical co ntrol. III lhi s s la ~r tht' samples when cum ulated 
over a s uitable in tr rval of t im e g ive a dis t ribu tion of a par
ticu la r shape, and this s hape is rcprod uced hour a fter hour, 
day after day, so long a s the process remains in statistical 
control- i .e., ex hibi ts the properti es of randomn ess . In a 
s tate ot co ntrol , n observation s may be regarded as a sample 
from the universe of whatever shape it is. A big enough 
sample, or eno ugh small samples, enables the statistician to 
mak e meaningful and useful predietions about future sa mples. 
Thi s is as much as statistical theo ry can do. 

" ... Very of ten the experimenter, instead of rushing in 
to apply [statistical method s] should be more concerned 
about attaining statistical control and asking him self whether 
any predictions at all (the only purpose of hi s cxpe rim e nt) , 
by statistical theory 0 1' othcrwist' , can be mad c. " [D em ing 
1950, pp . 502- 503.J 

Shewhar t was well aware or the ract that from a 
set of n measurements in hand it is not possible to 
decide with abso lu te certainty whether they do or 
do not constitute a random sample from some 
definite sta tistical "population" characterized by a 
probabili ty distribu tion . H e, therefore, proposed 
[Shewhart 1939 , pp. ]46- 147) that in any particular 
instance one should "decide to act for the present as 
iI' '' Z t he m.easurel1l en ts in hand (and their immediate 
successors) were a simple random sample from a 
definite statistical population- i.e. , in the language 
of mathematical statistics, were "observed values" 
of independent identically distributed mndom vari
ables- only if the measurem ents in hand m et the 
requirements of the small-samples version or Crite
rion I of his previous book [Sh ewhart 1931, pp . 309-
318) and of certain add itional tests o[ randomness 
that he described expl icitly ror the firs t t ime in his 
contribution to the University o[ P ennsylvani a Bi
centennial Conference in September 1940 [Shewhart, 
1941). In other words, Shewhart proposed that one 
should consider a m easurement process to be- i. e., 
should "decide to act for t he present as if" the 
process wel'e- in a state oj (simple) statistical 
control, only if the measurements in hand show no 
evidence of lack o[ s tatistical control when analyzed 
for randomness in the order in which they were taken 
by the con trol chart techniques for averages and 
standard deviations that he had found so valuable 
in industrial process con trol and by certain addi
tional tests for randomness based on "runs above 
and b elow average" and "runs up and down." 3 

2 Th is very explicit phraseology is d ue to John W. Tukey [1960. p. 424] . 
3 Thomas Si mpson , in h is now famous leLter [Sim pson 1755] to the President of 

the Royal SOCiety of London "on the AdYantagc of ta.kin~ the Mean of a X um ber 
of Observations, in pract ical Astronom y," was the first to consider repeated 
measuremen ts of a single q uantity by a givrll measuremen t process as observed 
values of independent random variables having the same probability distribu
tion. 11 is concl usion is of interest in itself: 

"Upon the whole of which it appears, that tlle takillg of the Meanofa number 
of obsrl'vaLions, gJ'{:-atly dimini shes the chances fol' al l the smallel' erfOI'S. an d cuts 
of[ almost a ll possiilility of any great ones: which last considerat ion . alone. scem 
sufficient to recommen d the use o[ the method, not onl y to as tronomers. but 
to all others conccrnC'd in making of expprimen ts of any kind (to which the above 
reasoning is equ all y applicah le). A nel the mOrC observations Or experime nts 
there arc mude. the less will the conclusion be liable to err , pro vided tbey admit 
of being repeated un der the same circumstances." 

Simpson 3 did not prove thflt tnking of the Arith
metic Mean was the best th ing to do but merdy 
that it is good. However, in accomplishing th is goa.l 
he did something mu ch more importa.nt: he took the 
bold step of regarding errors of measurement, not as 
uniqu e unrelated magnitudes un amenable to mathe
matical analysis , but as distributed in a,ccord ance 
with a probability distribution that was an illtrinsic 
property of the measurement process itselL H e 
thus opened the way to a mathematical theory o[ 
mea,surement ba,sed on the mathematical theory of 
probability; and, in particular, to the formulation 
and development of the Method of Least Squares in 
essentially its present day form by Gauss (1809, 
1821) and Laplace (1812 ). 

"Student" (William Sealy Gosset, 1876- 1937) , 
pioneer statistical consultant and "father" of the 
"theory of small samples," was certainly among the 
first to stress the importance o[ randomness in 
measurement and experimentation. Thus, he began 
his revolutionary 1908 pa,pel' on "The probable error 
of a mean" with these remarh:s: 

''A ny experiment m ay be regarded as forming a n indi
vidual of a 'population ' of experimen ts which mig ht be 
performed under the sa me co nditions. A series of experi
me nts is a sample drawn from t his popula~ion . 

"Now any series of experime n ts is onl y of value in so far 
as it e nables us to form a judgment as ~o t he statistical 
cons tants of the populat ion to which t he exper iments be
long ." [Student 1908, p . 1.] 

None of these writers, nor any of their contem
poral':es, however, provided "a n operationally def
inite cri terion that preliminary observations must 
meet" before we tnl:e it upon ourscl ves " to act 1'01' 

the present as if" they ancl their immediate successors 
were rfLnclom samples from a "population" or " uni
verse" of all conceivable measurements of th e given 
quantity by the measurement process concerned. 
Provision of such a criterion is ShewharL's major 
con tribu tion . 

Experience shows th a t ill Lhe ease of measurement 
processes the ideal of s trict statis tica] co ntrol that 
:::lhewhal't prescribes is usually very difficult to 
attain, just as in the case or industrial production 
processes. Indeed , many measurement processes 
simply do not and , i t would seem, cannot be made 
to con form to this ideal of producing successive 
m easurements of a single quantity that can be 
considered to be "observed values" of independent 
identically distributed random variables .' The na
ture of the " trouble" was stated succinctly by 
Student in 1917 when, speaking of physical and 
chemical determinations, he wrote : 

"After considerable experience I h ave not en countered 
any determination which is not influenced by the da te on 
,,"hich it is made ; from th is it follows t hat a number of deter
minations of the same t hing m ade on t he same day arc like ly 

4 Lookin C! at the matter from a funda nwntal viewpoint . p(,l'haps we should 
say, not t hat Shcwhart 's ideal of stric t statistical con trol is ullalLa inahle in the 
ca~c of SUCll measurement proccssrs. but rather that the <it'!!TCC of apPl'o'd mation 
to this ideal ca n be made as close as one chooses, j( one is willin~ to pay the prirc. 
In othrr words, how clof.:c one choosrs to bring a measurement process to the ideal 
of strirt statistica l control is. i n any gh"en insta nce , basically an economiC' mat t('I' . 
t~kil1 ~ into acco un t . of Co urS(', not only the immediate pnrflose(s) for which tho 
l1lCaSll l'(' ll1f'nts are intended but ~l l so the other uses to wh ich they may be put. 
(Co mpare Simon [1946 , [1. 5GG] ancl Eiscnh art [1952, p. 554)]. 
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to lie more closely together than if t he repetitions had heen 
made on different days ." [Student 1917, p. 415 .] 

In other words, production of measurements seems 
to be like the production of paint; and just as in the 
case of paint, if one must cover a large surface all of 
which is visible simultaneously, one will do well to 
usc paint all from the same batch, so in the case of 
measurements, if a scientist or metrologist "wishes 
to impress his cli ents" he will " arrange to do repeti
tion analyses as nearly as possible at the same time." 
[Student 1927, p . 155.] 

Fortun ately, just as one may blend paint from 
several batches to obtain a more uniform color, and 
one which is, presumably, closer to the " process 
average," so also ma~T a scientist or metrologist 
" if he wishes to dimini.sh his real error, ... separatc 
[his measurements] by as wide an interval of time as 
possible" [Student, loco cit .] and then take an appropri
ate average of them as his determination. Consequ
ently, if we are to permit such averaging as an allow
able step in a fully specified measurement process (see 
sec. 2.6 above), then we are obliged to recognize both 
within-day and between-day components of variation, 
and accept such a complex measurement process as 
being in a state of statistical control overall, or as 
we shall say, in a state oj CO]y[P LEX statistical 
control, when the components of within-day and 
between-dav variation are both in a state of statis
t ical control in Shewhart's strict sense, which we 
shall term SI A1PLE statistical control. In more 
complex situations, one may be obliged to recognize 
more than two "layers" of variation, and, some
times, more than a single compon en t of variation 
within a given "layer." 

Adopting this more general co ncept of statistical 
control, R. B. }.i(urphy of the Bell Telephone Labora
tories in his essay "On the 'Meaning of Precision and 
Accuracy" [Murphy 1961], published in advance of 
the issuance by the American Society for Testing 
and Materials of its Tentative Recommended 
Practice with respect to the "Use of the Terms 
Precision and Accuracy as Applied to Measurement 
of a Property of a }./Iaterial" [ASTM 1961], remarks: 

"Following t hrough with t his line of t hought borrowed 
from quality con t rol , we sh a ll add a r equirement that an 
effort t o follow a test method ought not to be known as a 
m easurement process unless i t is capa ble of statist ical co ntrol. 
Capability of contr ol means that eit her the measurements 
are the product of an identifiable statistical universe 01' an 
orderly a rr ay of such universes 01', if not. th e ph ysical causes 
preventing such iden t ification may t hemselves be identified 
and, if desired, isolated and s uppressed . Incapabili ty of 
('ontrol implies t hat the res ults of measurement are not to be 
t rusted as indications of the physical property at h and- in 
short , we are not in a ny verifiable sense measuring any
t hing. . . . Without t his limitation on t h e notion of 
m eas ureme nt process, one is unable to go on to give meanin[!: 
to those statistical measures whi ch a re baoic to any discussion 
of precision a nd accuracy." [Murphy 1961 , pp . 264- 265.] 

3.2. Postulate of Measurement and the Concept of 
a Limiting Mean 

A conspicuous characteristic of measurem.ent is 
disagreement of repeated measurements of the same 
quantity. Experience shows that , when high accu-

racy is sought, repeated measurements of the same 
quantity by a particular measurement process does 
no t yield uniformly the same numbe1'.5 vVe explain 
these discordances by saying that the individual 
measurements are affected by errors, which we 
interpret to be the manifestations of variations in 
the execution of the process of measurement resulting 
from " the imperfections of instruments , and of 
organs of sense," and from the difficulty of achieving 
(or even specifying with a convenien t number of 
words) the ideal of perfect control of conditions and 
procedure. 
. This "cussedness of measurements" brings us face 
to face with a fundamental question: In what sense 
can we say that the measurements yielded by a 
particular measurement process serve to determine 
a unique magnitude, when experience shows that 
repeated measurement of a single quantity by thiR 
process y ields a sequence of nonidentical numbers . 
'iVhat is the value thus determined? 

The answer takes the form of a postulate abou t 
measurement processes that has been expressed b.v 
N . Ernest Dorsey, as follows: 

"The mea n of a fami ly of meas uremen ts-of a numuer 
of meas ure ments for a given quan t ity carried out by t he 
same appar atus, procedure an d observer - approaches a defi
ni te value as t he number of meas urements is indefinitely 
in cr ease d. Otherwise, t hey could not properly be called 
meas ureme nts of a give n qua ntity. In t he theory of errors, 
t his limi t ing m ean is fre quently called t he 'true' value , al
t hough it bears no necessary relat ion to the t rue quaesit um, 
to t he actual value of t he quantity that t he observer desires <:: 
to m eas ure. This has often confused the unwarY. Let us I 
caU i t t he limit ing mean." [Dorsp-y £944, p. 4; Dorsey a nd 
Eisenh a r t 1953, p. 103.] 

In my lectures at the National Bureau of Stand
ards, and elsewhere, I have term ed this-or rather 
a slightly rephrased version of it- the Postulate of 
l\1feasurement. A mathematical basis for it is pro
vided by the Strong Law of Large Numbers, a 
theorem in the mathematical theory of probabili ty 
discovered during the present cen tury. See, for 
example, Feller [19 57, pp. 243- 245, 374], Gnedenko 
[1962, pp . 241- 249], 01' Pal'zen [1960, p . 420]. 

N eedlC8s to say, by a "family of measurements" 
Dorsey means, no t a succession of "raw" r eadings, 
but rather a succession of adjusted or corrected 
values which , by virtue of adjustment or correction , 
can rightfully be considered to be determin ations of '1 
a single magnitude. 

a . Mathematical Formulation 

The foregoi ng can be expressed mathematically 
as follows: on S0111.e particular occasion, say the ith, 
we may take a ]lumber of successive measurements 
of a single quantity by a given meas urement process 
under cer tain specified circumstances . Let 

(1 ) 

5 'l 'he qualification " when high accuracy i s so ught" is essential; for if using an 
ordinary two-pan chemical balan ce we 1I1f'3SUre and record the luass of a small 
lnetalli c object only to t he nearest gram, then we would expect all oIour l1"teaSllre~ 
rnents to be the Sallle-except in the equivocal case of a .mass equal, or very l1carl
equal, LO an odd ]l1ultiple of Y2 g, and such equivocal cases can be resolved easily 
by adding a Y2 g mass to one pan. F ull accordance of lneasurmnents clearly 
cannot be taken as incontestable evidence of h igh accuracy; but rather should be 
regarded as evidence of limited accuracy. 
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denote lhe sequence of measurements so generated. 
ConcepLuall,v at least, Lb is equence could be con
t inued indefinitely. Likewisc, on different occasions 
we might start a new sequcnce, using the same 
measuremen t procedure alld applying it to measure
ment of the same quanLit.v under the same fixed 
set of circurnsLan ces. Each such fresh "star t" 
would correspond to a different value of i. If, for 
example, the meaSUTemellt process concerned is sta
tisticall.\~ stable in the sense of being in a state oj 
statistical control as defined by Shewhart [1939], then 
the Strong Law of Large Numbers will be applica
ble and we may expect the sequence of cumulative 
arithmetic means on the ith occasion, namely, 

to converge to J1- , a number that constitutes the 
limiting mean associated with the quantity meas
ured by this measurement process under the cir
cumstances concerned, but independent of the "occa
sion," that is, independent of the value of "i." 
The Strong Law of Large Numbers does not guar
antee that the sequence (2) for a particular value 
of "i" will converge to J1- as the number of observa
tions n on Lhis occasion Lends to infiniLy, but sim
ply states that among the fami ly of such sequen ces 
corresponding to a large number of differen t sLarts, 
(i = 1, 2, ... ), the instances oj nonconvergence to J.L 

will be raTe exceptions . In other words, if the meas-
( urement process with whi ch one is concerned saLis

fi es the conditions for validity of the Strong Law 
of Large Numbers, then in pracLice one is almosL 
certain to be working with a "good" sequence- one 
for which (2) would converge to J.L if the number of 
observations were continu ed indefmitely- but "bad" 
occasions can occur, though rarely. Thus, the Pos
tulate of Measurement expresses somethin g better 
than an "on-the-average" property- it expresses an 
"in-almost-all-cases" property. Furthermore, this 
limiting mean J1- , the value of which each individual 
measurement x is trying to express, can be regarded 
not only as the mean or "center of gravity" of the 
infinite conceptual population of all measurements 
x that might conceivably bc generated by the meas
uremen t process concerned under the specified cir
cumstances, but also as the value of the quantity 
concern ed as determined by this measurement 
process. 

b. Aim of the Postulate 

The sole aim of the Postulate of Measurement is 
axiomatic acceptance of the existence of a limit ap
proached by the arithmetic mean of a finite number 
17, of measurements generated by any measurement 
process as 17,-';> 00. It says nothing about how the 
" best" estimate of this limiting mean is to be ob
t,lined from a finite number of such observations. 
The Postulate is an answer to the need of the prac
tical Illan for a justification of his desire to consider 
th e sequence of nonidentical numbers that he obtains 

, when he attempts to measure a quantity "by the 
same method under like circumstances" as pertaining 
to a si ngle magnitude, in spite of the evident dis-

corda,nce of its elements. The Postulate lt ims to 
satisfy this need by telling him t ltat if he were to 
continue taking more and still more measurelll enLs on 
this quantity " by the same method under like cir
cumstances" ad infinitulll, and were to calculate 
their cumulative arithmetic means at successive 
stages of this undertaking, then he would find t ha t 
the successive terms of this sequence of cumulative 
arithmetic means would settle down to a narrower 
and ever narrower neighborhood of some definite 
number which he could then accept as the value of 
the magnitude that his first few measurements were 
striving to express. 

c. Importance of Limiting Mean 

The concept of a limiting mect??, associated with the 
measurement of a given quantity by a particular 
measurement process that is in <t state of statistical 
control is important bec,tuse by llle,LnS of statistical 
methods based on the IlHtthellHLtical theory of prob
abili ty we can make quantitfLtive inferential state
ments, with known chances of error, about the lltagni
tude of this limiting mean from a set of meas ure
ments of the given qLHtntity by the lUeasurelllent 
process concerned. The magnitude of the limiting 
menn associated with the m elLsurelnent of a given 
quanLity by a plt rticular measurement process mllst 
be carefully disting uished from Lhe true magnitude 
of the quantiLy measured, about Wlli clt we may be 
tempted to make similar inferential statements. 
J nsofar as we make statistical inferences frolU a set 
or m eas ureillents, we make t llCm with respect to a 
property of the measurement process illvolved under 
t he circumstances concerned. The step from quanti
tative inferential statements about the limi ting mean 
lLssociated with the measurement of a given qwmLiLy 
by a particular measurement p rocess, to qWLlltitlttive 
statements about t he true ll111gnitude of the qUlwtity 
concerned, may be based on subject matterknowl
edge and skill, general info rm ation and inLuition
but not on statistical methodology. (Co mpare 
Cochran, Mosteller, and Tukey [1953, pp . 692- 693] .) 

3.3. Definition of the Error of a Measurement, and 
of the Systematic Error, Precision, and Accuracy 
of a Measurement Process 

a . Error of a Single Measurement or Adjusted Value 

The error of any measurement of a particul ar 
quantity is, by definition, the difference between the 
measurement concerned and the true value of the 
magnitude of this quantity, taken positive or nega
tive accordingly as the measurement is greater OL" 

less than the true value. In other words, if x denotes 
a single measurement of a quantity, or an adjusted 
value derived from a specific set of individual measure
ments, and T is the true value of the magnitude of 
the quantity concerned, then, by definition, 

the enol' of x as a measurement of T=X-T. 

The error of any particuhLl" measurem ent or ad
justed value, x, is, therefore, a fixed number. The 
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numerical magnitude and sign of this number will 
ordinarily be unknown and unknowable, because the 
true value of the magnitude of the quantity con·· 
cer'ned is ordinarily unknown and unknowftble. 
Limits to the en-oi· of a single measurement or 
adjusted value llIay, however, be inferred from (a) 
the precision, and (b) bounds on the systematic 
error, of the measurement process by which it was 
produced- but not without risk of being incorrect, 
because, quite t\,pllrt frOllt the inexactness with which 
bounds are CO I11I11 onl.,- plftced on the systematic 
error of a measurement process, such limits are 
applicable to the error of a single measurement or 
adjusted value, not as a unique individual outcome, 
but only I}S a t~-pical case of the errors characteristic 
of measurements of the same quantity that might 
have been, or might be, ~-ielded by the same meaSUle
ment process under the same conditions. 

b. Systematic Error of a Measurement Process 

"''\Then the limiting mean JJ, associated wit" measure
ment of the magnitude of a quftntity by a particular 
measurement process does not agree with the true 
valv,e T of the magnitude concerned, the measurement 
process is said to have a systematic error, or bias, of 
ll1ftgnitude JJ,- T. 

The systematic error 01 a measurement process 
will ordinarily have both constant and variable 
components. Consider, for example, measurement 
of the distance between two points by means of ft 
graduated metal tape [Holmftn 1892, p. 9] . Possible 
causes of systematic error tlmt immediately come to 
mind are: 

(1) Mistftkes in numbering the sCltle divisions of 
the tape; 

(2) irregular spacing of the divisions of the tape; 
(3) sag of tape; 
(4) stretch of tfl,pe; 
(5) temperature not thftt for which the tape WftS 

cftJibmted. 
For any single distance, the effects of (1) and (2) 
will be cons tan t: and the effects 01' (3) and (4) will 
undoubtedly each contain a constant component 
characteristic of the distftl1ce concerned. Some of 
these effects will be of one sign, some of the other, and 
their algebraic sum will determine the constant error 
of this meftsurement process with respect to the 
particular distance concerned. Furthermore, the 
"constant error" of this measurement process will 
be different (at least, conceptually) for different 
distances measured. 

In the case of repeated measurement of a single 
distance, the effect of (5) , and at least portions of 
the effects of (3) and (4), may be expected to vary 
from one "occasion" to the next (e.g., from day to 
day), thus contributing variable components to the 
systematic error of the process. 

A large [mction of the variftble contributions of 
(3) and (4) could, and in practice no doubt would, 
be removed by stretching the tape by a spring balance 
or other means so that it is always under the same 
tension. The stretch corresponding to a particular 
distance would then be nearly the same at all times, 

and ft fixed correct.ion could be made for most of the 
sag corresponding to this dist.ance. Furthermore, the 
effect of (5) could, and in practice probftbl.,- would, 
be reduced by determining the temperature of tlle 
tape at various points along its length and applying a 
temperature correction. By comparison of tbe trpe 
with a sta ndard, the error ftrising from (1) could be 
eliminated entirely, ftnd corrections determined flS a 
basis for eliminating, or at least, reducing the effect 
of (2). 

As in the foregoing exa mple there are usually 
certain obvious sources of systematic error. Un
fortunately , there are genenill~T additional sources 
of systematic error, t he detection, diagnosis, and 
eradication of which call for much patience and 
ftcumen on the part of t be observer. The work 
involved in t heir detection , diagnosis , ftnd eradicft
Lion often far exceeds tha t 01' taking the final 
measurements, and is sOlnetimes discouraging to 
the experienced observer as well as to the beginner. 
Fortul1fttely, there are vttrious statistical tools thftt 
are helpful in this connection, and Olmstead [1952] 
has found that 01 these the two most effective and 
universftlly useful are t he average (x) and range (R ) 
charts of industrLal quality control. (For details 
on the construction ftnd use of x- and R-charts, 
see, for example, the ASTM Manual on Quality 
Control of Materials [ASTM 1951 , pp . 61- 63 and 
p. 83]; or American Standards Z1.2- 1958 find 
Z1.3- 1958 [ASA 1958b, ASA 1958c].) 

c. Ccncept of True Value 

In the foregoing we have defined the error of fI 

measurement x to be the difference X- T between the 
rneftsurement and the true value T of the magnitude 
of the quantity concerned; ftnd the systemati c error, 
or birls, of a measurement process flS the difference 
JJ,- T between the limiting mean JJ, associated with t he 
measurement of it particular quantity by the meas
urement process concerned, and the tlue value T of the 
magnitude or this quantity. This immediately 
raises the question: Just how is the "true value" of 
the magnitude 01 a particular property of some thing 
defined? In tbe final analysis, the "true value" of 
the mftgnitude or a qUflntity is defined by agreement 
among experts on an eumplar method for the measure
ment of its magnitude- it is tbe limiting mean of ft 
conceptual exemplaT proces& that is an ideal realiza
tion of the agreed-upon exemplar method. And th e 
refinement to which one should go in specifying the 
exemplar process will depend on the purposes for 
which a determination oJ the magnitude of the quaN
tity concerned is needed- not just the immediate 
purpose for which measurements are to be taken but 
also the other uses to which these measurements, or a 
final adjusted value derived therefrom, may possibly 
be put. 

Consider, for example, the "true value" of the 
length of a particular gage block. In our minds we 
envisage the gage block as a rectangular parallel
epiped, and its length is, of course, the distance be
tween its two "end" faces. But it is practically 
certain that the particular gage block in question is 
not an exact rectangular parallelepiped; and that 
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its two cnd faces ~Lre not planes, nor even fLb
soluteh ' s l11 00t h s urf~),ces. 8 lmll we define the "true 
lengt h;' of t hi s gll,ge block to be t he dis tfLnce between 
t he "(ops" of t he highes t "mountains" at each end , 
i.c., t he dis(IUlcc betwcell (he (wo "out ermost points" 
fL( efLch end') I r so, is this distance to be measured 
dil)'gol1fLll.\' , if ll ecessar." , or p~lrv llel to the "length
,,·ise axis" of t he gage block? H t he IfLtter, then we 
have the problem of how t his "length-wise axis" is 
to be defined , especially in t he CfLse of a thin gage 
block: whose length corresponds to what would 
ordinarily be considered to b e its thickn ess. Or 
shall we be, perhaps, more sophisticated, fLnd en
visage a "mean plane" at each end, which in general 
will not be parallel to efLch otber, and define the 
length of th is gage block to b e the distance between 
two particular points on these planes. It we choose 
t he "outermost poin ts" we fLgain have t be problem of 
t he direction in which t he distance is to be measured. 
Alternatively, we might define t he length of this 
gage block to be t be distance between two strictly 
parfLllcl and co ncep tually pOl'fect optical flats " just 
touching" t il e gl1ge block at each end. H so, t hen 
is t he "true distance" between t hese fl.ats defin ed in 
terms of wavelengths o r light vifL the techniques of 
optical in terferomeLry t he "Lrue length" of t be gage 
block fl,ppropriate to th e purposes 1'01' which Lhe gage 
block is to be used , namely, to calibrate gages and to 
deLermin e the lengths o f other objecLs by mechanical 
comparisons? Furt hermore, it is clear, Lhi),t t he 
intrinsic difficul ty of defining the " lrue value" 01 the 
length of a particular g~),ge block is not eliminated if, 
instead, we un dertake to define t he "true value" of 
t he d~tJe1'ence in length of two parLicular gage blocks, 
one or which is a sta.ndard, t be accepted value of whose 
length is, sa.'-, m microinches exactly, by industr~- , 
naLional 01' international agreemenL. 

8 il11ih),1' difficulties a.rise, of course, in the defin iLion 
of t he "true value" of Lile mass of a m ass standard , 
one of which liaS been resolved by international 
agreement. In defin ing the "true vH.lue" of the ma,S8 
of H. particular metallic mass sLandal'd, shall the mass 
of thIS particular standard be envisl)'ged as Lhe Ill ass 
of its metallic substance alone, relt),tive to the 
International Prototype Kilogram, or as the mass of 
its metallic substa.nce plus the mass of the air and 
water VfLPor adsorbed upon its surface under stand
ard conditions ? The difference amounts to a.bout 
45 fJ.g in the case of a platinum-iridium standard 
kilogram, and becomes critical in the case of 500 
mg standards. The mass of fL mass standard is, 
therefore, specified in measurement science to be the 
mass of the metallic substance of the standard plus 
tbe mass of the average volume of air adsorbed upon 
its surface under standard conditions. D efinition of 
tbe "true value" of the mass of a m fLSS standard , and 
a fortiori, of the difference in mass of two mass 
standards is, therefore, a very complex matter . 

w. Edwards D eming uses the expression "pre
ferr'ed procedure" for what we have termed an 
"exemplar method," and very sagely remarks that 
"a preferred procedure is distinguished by the fact 
that it upposedly gives or 'would give results nearest 
to what are needed for a particular end ; and also by 

Lhe fact that it is more expensive or more time 
co nsuming, or even imposs ible to C<UTY oul ," adding 
Lhat "I),S 11 preferred procedure is al\Vn~- subj ect io 
Illodificatio n or obsolescence, we are forceci to 
conclud e t hat neither the accuracy nor the bias of any 
lJrocedv re can ever be known in a logical sense." 
[Delning 1950, pp. 15~17 . ] 

It should be evident from the foregoing thaL the 
"true value" or the magnitude of some properLy of 
a thing or system cann ot be defined wi th compleLe 
absolu te exactitude. 

As Cassius J . Keyser has remarked, "Absolute 
cer tainty is a l)r ivilege of uneducated minds- and 
fanati cs. It is, for scien ti.fic folk, an unattainable 
ideal. " [Keyser 1922, p. 120.] The degree of refine
ment to which one will, or ought, to go in a particular 
instance will depend on the uses for which knowledge 
of the magn itud e of the property con cerned is needed , 
Th e "true value" of the length of a piece of cloth in 
everyda~~ commerce is cer Lainly a fuzzy concept. 
"Cer tainly we ar e not go in g to specify that the 
cloth shall be measured while suspended horizon
tally under a tension of x pounds, at an ambient 
temperature of y degrees and a l'elaLive humidity of 
z percent" [Simon 1946, p. 654]. On the other ha.nd, 
a moderaLe degree of refinement is neces ary in 
defining the "Lrue lenf2·th " and " true widLh" of the 
recessed area in a winel ow sash to wh ich a pane of 
gla.ss is Lo be fiLted . Co nsid erably greater refinement 
is needed in Lite defmition of Lhe "Lru e value" of Lhe 
Length of a gage block, or the mass of a mass standard 
0 1' of the frequency of a frequency stand ard- and ill 
the last m entioned case there is not today, I under
stand, co mplete agreement among experts on the 
matter . 

Indeed , as is evident from the fo regoing, Lh e "Lrue 
value" of Lh e magn itude of a particular quantity is 
intimately linked to the purpose for which a val ue 
of the magnitude of this quantity is needed, and its 
"Lrue value" can not, in Lhe fLnal anal.\Tsis, be defined 
meaningfully and lLscfull,\- in isolation from these 
needs. Therefore, as this fact becomes more widely 
recognized. in science a nd engin eering, I hope that 
th e tradiLional term "tru e value" will be discarded 
in measurement theory and practice, and replaced 
by some more appropria te Lerm such as "target 
value" 6 that conveys Lhe idea of being the value 
tha.t one would like to obtain for the purpose in 
hanel, without any implication that it is some sort 
of permanent constant preexisting 9nd transcending 
any use that we may have for i t. I have retained 
the traditional expression "tru e value" in the sequel 
because of its greater familiarity, but shall always 
mean by it the relevant "target va lue." 

6 " We ad mit the existence of systematic crror-of a difTercnce between the 
qu antity measured (the measured qnantity) and the quantity of interest (the 
target quantity). " 'e ask t he obseryations about the measured quantity. We 
ask Our snbiect matter knowledge, intuition , and general informatiou about the 
relatiou between the measured quantity and the target quantity." [Cochran, 
et a!. 1954, p. 33.] 

" .. . .. Some people prefer the tcrm ' true value', altho ugh others excoriate 
it as philosophieally unsound. 

" \Ve coul d also call the rorerence level a I target value'. In a way Ulis is a 
bad term because it implies that it is something we want to find through t ile 
mea,surement process rather than someth ill,« we ought to find because, like li Lt. 
Everest. it is there. UnfortlUlately our desires call influence our notion of wh"t 
is trllc. and we can c \'cn unconscio usly bring the IH.tter into agreement with the 
former ; my use of tho term 'target val ue' is uot moant to imply that I t hink it 
lcp; itimate to equate Wllut we would like to sec with what is there." l ~lurpby 
1961, p. 265.] 
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d. Concepts of the Precision and Accuracy of a Measurement 
Process 

By the precision of a measuremen t process we 
mean the degree of mutual agreement characteristic 
of independent measurements of a single quantity 
yielded by repeated applications of the process under 
specified conditions; and by its accuracy the degree 
of agreement of such measurements with the true 
value of the magnitude of the quantity concerned. 
In other words, the accuracy of a measurement proc
ess refers to, and is determined by the degree of 
conformity to the truth that is characteristic of inde
pendent m eas uremen ts of a single quantit~T produced 
(or producible) by the repeated applications of the 
process under specified conditions; whereas its preci
sion refers solely to, and is determined solely by the 
degree of conformity to each other characteristic of 
such measurements, irrespective of whether they 
tend to be close or far from the tru th. Thus, accu
racy has to do with closeness to the truth; precision, 
only with closeness toaether 

This distinction between the meanings of the 
terms "acclU'acy" and "precision" as applied to 
measurement processes and measuring instrumen ts 
is consistent with the etymological roots of these 
words. "Etymologically th e term 'accurate' has 
a Latin origin meaning ' to take pains with ' and refers 
to the care bestowed upon a human effort to maIm 
such effort what it ought to be, and 'accuracy' in 
common dictionary parlance implies freedom from 
mistal(es or exact conformity to truth. 'Precise,' on 
the other hand, has its origin in a term meaning 
'cutofl', brief, concise' ; and 'precision' is supposed 
to imply the property of determinate limitations 
or being exactly and sh arply defined. " [Shewhart 
1939, p . 124.] Thus one can properly speak of a 
national, s tate, or local law as being " precise," but 
not as being "accura te"- to what truth can it 
conform? On the other hand, if one spoke of a 
particular translation as being "accurate" this 
would imply a high degree of fidelity to the original 
"attained by the exercise of care." Whereas, to 
speak of it as being "precise," would imply merely 
that it is unambiguous, without indicating whether 
it is or is not correct.7 

In spite of the distinct difference between the 
etymological meanings of the terms "accuracy" 
and "precision ," they are treated as synonyms in 
many standard dictionaries; and Merriam-Webster 
[1942], after drawing the helpful distinctions quoted 
in the foregoing footnote , promptly topples the 
structure so carefully built by adding "scrupulous 
exactness" as an alternative meaning of "precise." 
Consequently it is not surprising that "There are 
probably few words as loosely used by scientists 
as precision and accuracy.- It is not unusual to 
find them used interchangeably in scientific writ
ings." [Schrock 1950, p . 10.] 

1 I t is sometimes helpful to clistill8uish between "correct." "accuratc." and 
Hcxact": "CORREC'I'. tbe most colorless Lerm , implies scarcely more than 
freedom from fault or error. asj udred by so me (usually) conventional or acknowl
edged standard; . •. ACCURATE implies. mOre positively. fideli ty to lact 
Or truth attained by the exercise of care; ... EXAO~e emphasizes the strictness 
or rigor of the agreement. which neither exceeds nOr ralls short of the lact. standard 
or truth ; ... PRECISE stresses rather sharpness of defini tion Or delimita
t ion ••. " [Merriam-Webster ]942 p.203]. 

On the other hand, as Shewhart has remarked : 
"Careful writers in the theory of errors, of Course, ha\'c 

always insisted that a ccuracy involves in so me way or other 
t he differ ence between what is observed and what is t rur, 
whereas precision involves the concept of reproducibility of 
,,'hat is observcd. Thus L a ws, writing on electri cal measure
ments, sa.vs : S 'E vcr y experimenter must form his own 
estimate of t he accur acy, 0 1' approach to the a bsolute t ruth 
obtained by t he use of his instruments and processes of 
measurement . H e must remember that a high precision, 
or agreement of t he res ults a mong themselves, is no indication 
that t he quan t ity under meas urement has been accurately 
determined .' As another example we m ay take the following 
comment from a r ecen t and authori tati ve t reatise on chemi cal 
analysis: 9 'The analyst should form t he h abit of estimat ing 
the probable accuracy of his work. It is a common mistake 
to confuse acc uracy and precision. Accuracy is a meas ure 
of t he degree of correctness. Precision is a meas ure of 
reproducibility in t he hands of a given operator.''' [Shewhart 
1939, pp . 124- 125 .] 

More recently, Lundell, Hoffman , and their associates 
at the National Bureau of Standards have r e
emphasized the importance of the distinction between 
"precision" and "accuracy": 

" In discussions of chemical analysis, the terms precision 
and a ccuracy are often used in terchangeably and t herefore 
incorrectly, for precision is a measure of reproducibi li ty , 
whereas accuracy is a measure of correctness. The analyst 
is vitally interested in both, for his results must be suffi ciently 
accurate for th e purpose in mind, and he cannot achieve 
accuracy without precis ion, especiall y s ince his reported 
result is often based on one determination and r arely on more 
t han t hree determinations. The recipient of the analysis 
is interested in accuracy alone, and only in accuracy suffi
cient for his purposes." [Hillebrand et a l. , 1953, p. 3 .] 

It is most unfortunate that in everyday parlance 
we often speak of " accuracy and preci.sion," because 
accuracy requires precision, but precision does not 
necessarily imply accuracy. 

" It is, in fact , interesting to co mpa re the measurement 
sit uat ion wit h t hat of a marksman a iming at a target. We 
would call him a precise marksma n if, in firin g a sequence of 
rounds, he were a ble to pl aee a ll his shots in a r ather small 
circl e on t he target. Any other rifleman una ble t o group hi s 
shots in such a s mall circle would llatura lly be rC'garded as 
less precise. Most people would accep t t his characteriza
t ion w hether eithe r rifleman hits t he bull's-eye or not. 

"Surely all would agree that if our man hits or nearly 
hits the bull's-eye on all occasions, he should be called an 
accurate marksman. Un happily, he may be a ver." precise 
marksman, but if his rifle is out of ad justment, perh aps t he 
small circle of sho ts is centered at a point some distance from 
t he bull's-eye. In t hat case we might regard him as an in
accurate m arksman . P erhaps we should say t hat he is a 
poten tially accurate m arksman firing with a faul ty rifle, 
but speaking categorically, we should h ave to say t hat t he 
results were inacc urate." [Murphy 1961, p. 265.] 

It follows from what has been said thus far that 
"if the precisions of two processes are the same bllt 
the biases are different, the process of smaller bias 
may be said to have higher accmacy while if the 
biases are both negligible, the process of higher pre
cision may be said to ll ave higher accuracy." Un
fortunately, " in other cases such a simple compari.son 
may be impossible." [ASTM 1961, p. 1760.] 

'Frank A. Laws. Electrical Measurements. p. 5G3 (:'fcG raw-Hill. New York , 
N.Y .. 1917) . 

'G. E. F. Lnndcll and J. I. H oITman. Outlines of M ethods of Chemical 
Analysis. p . 220 (John Wiley and Sons, New York . N .Y.. 1938). 
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To fully appreciate the preceding statement- and 
especially the diffiCult)! of comparing accuracies 
in some cases- let us consider figures 1 and 2, in 
which the origins of the scales correspond to the 
true value of 7 of Lhe quan tity measured, so that 
the curves shown may be regarded as depicting the 
distributions of errors of Lhe measurements yielded 
by a selection of different measmement processes. 
Consider firs t the three symmetrical distributions 
in the top half of figure 1. All three of these dis
tributions are centered on zero, so that these meas
urement processes have no bias. It is evident 
that the process of highest precision, c, is also the 
process of highest accuracy; and that the process of 
least precision, a, is also the process of least accuracy. 
Since curve b in the upper half of figme 1 and curve 
d in the lower half have identical size and shape, 
the corresponding processes have the same precision; 
but process b is without bias, whereas process d 
has a positive bias of two units, so that process b 
is clearly the more accurate. (In particular we ma.\' 
note that whereas it is practically certain t hat 
process b will not yield a measuremen t deviatin g 
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FIG U RE ]. Distrib1dions of errors of some biased and unbiased 
meaS1trement processes of various precisions. 

from the truth by more than two units, exactl.\' 
one-half of the measurements yielded by process d 
will deviate from the truth by this much or more.) 
Similar remarks clearly apply to processes c and e 
corresponding to curve c in the upper half and curve 
e in the lower half of figure 1, but in this ins tance the 
superiority of process c relative to process e wit It 
respect to accuracy is even more marked. (In 
particular, we may note that whereas it is practically 
certain that no measurement yielded by process c 
will deviate from the truth by as much as one uni t, 
it is practically certain that every measuremen t 
yielded by process e will deviate from the truth by 
more than one unit.) 

Figure 2, which is essentially the same as one given 
by General Simon [1946, fig. 1], portrays three meas
mement processes A, B , and 0, differing from each 
other with respect to both precision and bias. 
Comparison of these three processes with respect to 
accuracy is not quite so simple. First, it is evident 
that, al though process A has greater precision than 
process B , process B is the more accurate of the two. 
(In particular, it is practically certain that none of 
the measuremenLs y ielded by proce s B will deviate 
from the truth by more than 4 units, whereas 50 
percen t of the measuremen ts from process A will 
deviate from the truth by four units or more.) 
Next, is process B more (or less) accurate than process 
C whicll is unbiased, but has a very low precision? 
Process B has a positive bias of two units, but has 
sufficiently greater precision than process C to also 
have greater accuracy than process C. (While 
approximaLely 50 percen L of the measurements 
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yielded by process 0 will deviate from the truth by 
more than two units (in either direction), and ex
actly 50 percent of the measurements yielded by 
process E will deviate from the truth by two units 
or more (in the positive direction only), it cannot 
be ignored that about 10 percent of the measure
ments yielded b)T process 0 will deviate from the 
truth by four units or more whereas it is practically 
certain that no measurement yielded by process E 
will deviate from the truth by as much as four units.) 
Similarly, it ma)' be argued that process A, in spite 
of its bias, has greater accuracy than process 0 
"since the range in measuremen ts of 0 more than 
covers the corresponding ranges of A or E." [Simon 
1946, p. 654.] While this conclusion that of the 
three measurement processes depicted in figures 2, 
process 0 has the least accuracy, may not be entirely 
acceptable to some persons, it is consistent with 
Gauss ' dictum, in a letter to F. IV. Bessel, to the 
effect that maximizing the probability of a zero error 
is less important than minimizing the "average" 
injurious effects of errors in general. [C. F. Gauss, 
1839, pp. 146- 147.] 

Before leaving figure 2, we must not fail to join 
General Simon in remarking that "the average of a 
large number of measurements from [process] 0 will 
be more accurate than a similar average fron1. either 
A or E" [Simon 1946, p. 654]. This point is actually 
illustrated in our figure 1: the three curves in the top 
half of figure 1 portray the distributions of errors of 
single measurements (curve a) of averages oj 12 
measurements (curve b) and averages oj 144 measure
ments (curve c) from process 0; and curves d and e 
in the lower half show the distributions of errors of 
individual measurements (curve d) , and of averages 
oj 12 measurements (cmve e) from process E , 
respectively. It is evident that average ~ oj 12 
measurements from process 0 (curve b in upper 
portion of fig. 1) have not only greater accuracy than 
individual measurements from process E (curve d in 
lower portion of the figure), but also greater accuracy 
than averages of 12 measurements from process E 
(cmve e in lower portion). 

On the other hanel, it is obvious that, if our choice 
is between individual measurements from process 0 
(curve a) and averages of 12 measurements from 
process B (curve e), the latter will clearly provide 
greater accuracy. In brief, a procedure with a small 
bias and a high precision can be more accurate than an 
unbiased procedure of low precision. It is important 
to realize this, for in practical life it is often far better 
to always be quite close to the true value than to 
deviate all over the place in individual cases but 
strictly correct "on the average," like the duck 
hunter who put one swarm of shot ahead of the duck, 
and one swarm behind, lost his quarry, but had the 
dubious satisfaction of knowing that in theory he 
had hit it "on the average." This we must remember: 
in practical life we rarely make a very large number 
of measurements of a given type-we can't wait to 
be right on the average- our measurements must 
stand up in individual cases as often as possible. 

D espite the foregoing, freedom from bias, that is, 
freedom from "large" bias, is a desirable character-

istic of a measurement process. After all we wan t 
our measurements to yield us a determination that 
we can use as a substitute for the unknown value of a 
particular magnitude whose value we need for some 
purpose- we don't want a determination of the 
value of some other magnitude whose relation to the 
one we need is indefinitely knovvl1. 

In view of the diJficult? of comparing with respect 
to accuracy measurement processes that differ both 
in bias and precision, some writers have elected to 
take the eas.v way out b)T defining " accuracy" to be 
equivalent to absence of bias, sa?ing that of two 
measurement processes having different biases , the 
process of smaller bias is the more "accurate" 
regardless of the relation of their respective precisions. 
(See, for example, Beers [1953 , p. 4], Ostle [1954, p. 4], 
and Schenck [1961, p. 4, p. 14] .) WJlile the adoption 
of this concept of "accuracy" certainly makes the 
discussion of "accuracy" and "precision" simpler for 
the authors concerned, this practice is contrary to 
th e principle of "conserva tion of linguis tic resources ," 
as R. B. Murphy puts it, adding: "It seems to me 
that the terms 'bias' and 'systematic error' are 
adequate to cover the situation' 'with which they are 
concerned. If, nevertheless, we add the term 
'accuracy' to apply again in this l'estricted sense, 
we are left wordless- at the moment at least- when 
it comes to the idea of over-all error. From the 
point of view of the need for a term it is hard to 
defend the view that accuracy should concern itself 
solely with bias. . . . [and] there is overwhelming 
evidence that we need a term at least for t he concept 
of over-all error." [Murphy 1961, pp. 265- 266.] 

3.4. Mathematical Specification of the Precision of 
a Measurement Process 

a. Simple Statistical Control 

Let us now consider the mathematical definition 
of the precision of a measurement process under a 
fixed set of circumstances. By definition, the pre
cision of a measurement process has to do with the 
"closeness together" that is typical of successive 
measurements of a single quantity generat.ed by 
applications of the process under these fixed concli
t ions. Otherwise expressed, it has to do with the 
typical "closeness together" of the two individual 
measuremen ts constituting an arbitrary pair. If the 
expression "typical 'closeness together'" is to be 
meaningful, the measurements generated by repeated 
application of the process to the measurement of a 
single quantity must be homogeneous in some sense. 
Therefore, for the moment, let us assume that the 
measurement process is in a state of simple statistical 
control, so that the successive meaSllremets in each 
of the sequences (1), (i= l , 2, 3, ... ), generated by 
the process may all be regarded as "observed" values 
of independent identically distributed Taudom variables. 

Just as we may regard each individual measure
ment Xii in a particular sequence (1) as striving to 
express the value of the limiting mean J.1. , so also we 
may regard each individual difference Xij-Xi/:, j -,ck, 
as striving to express the characteristic spr ead 
between an arbitrary pair of measurements, x' and 
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x" say. For t his purpose the signs of t hese dift'er
en~es ~Ll'e clearly irr.'elevalll. Therefore, by analog-y 
with OUi' use or n, sequC'llce of (' uillulative arithmetic 
means (2) to al: hi ev(' n IlH1Lheillatical formulation 
or the' con~epL or a lillli Lillg m ean associated with 
m easurement of ,1 g in'n qlLantity by a particular 
m en,sllrement process, let us adopt the sequence of 
cumula ti ve arithmetic rn eans or the squares of the 
n (n - 1) /2 d istinc t differences among the first n 
measurements or a particular sequence (1), for 
example, the sequence 

2 n-l n 2 

( ) .6.6 (Xij-Xi') ' n n - 1 j~l "~j+l 

(n=2,3 . . ,), (3) 

as Lhe basis or a mathematical formulation of the 
concept of the precision of a measureillent process. 

The necessary and s ufficien t condition 1'01' almost 
sure convergence or the sequ ence (3) to a finit e limit, 
say /:::,.2, is that Lhe S lrong L a w or L arge Numbe rs b e 
applicable to the sequence. 

(4) 

consistin o' or the squar es or Lll e corresponding terms 
01' t he oi~ginal sequence (1) . (Bouncledness of t h e 
x's in addition to s t,aListical conLrol is, for example, 
sufficicnt to ensure that, the sequence (4) will also 
obey the Strong Law of Large Numb ers.) ][ the 
Strong L aw or L arge Numbers is applicable to th e 
scqu e~ce of squares (4), and if t he m easuremen t 
proress is in a s tate of simple ta listical control , 
then the cumulative arithm etic means of t he squares 
of tlte measurements, that is, the sequence 

(n= l , 2, ... ), (5) 

will almost surely tend Lo ,1 limit, say S, the m agni
tud e o[ which will depend Oil t be quantity m eas ured, 
th e measurement process involved, but not on the 
"occasion" (identified by the subscrip t "i"). By 
virtue of an algebl'aic ident ity that is well known 
to students of mathernaLical in equ alities, na mely, 

(n~ 2) (6) 

and of the fact that the right-hand side of (6) is 
a,lways positive except when the a's are all equal , 
it is easily seen , on dividing both sides of (6) by 
n2 , that S will always exceed IL2, the square of thr 
(almost sure ) limit of the sequence (2), so that we 
may write S = IL2+ (T2, with (T2>0 . Furthermore, 
applying the algebraic iden tity (6) in r everse to 
the right-hand side of (3) y ield s qlC followm g rela
t ionship b etween the correspondmg t erms of se
quences (3), (5), and (1): 

(d2)in= 2 en:' 1) { (X 2 )in-(Xi'Y } > 0 , (n~ 2). 

(7) 

H ence, if a m easuL'ement process is in a s tate of 
simple statis tical co ntrol a nd Lhe Strong Law of 
Large Numbers is appli cable to a liequence of squared 
m easurem ents (4), lhen Lh e sequen ce (d2Ln, definecl 
by (3), will, in view of (7), tend almos t sure ly 1.0 a 
finite limit il2 = 2(T2. Thus we sec that (T2, lermed 
the variance of th e measurement process, is the J11e an 
valu e of one-half of the squared differ en ce bel ween 
two arbitrary measurements x' and x", that is, 

(8) 

and provides an indication of the imprecision of the 
process. The square root of the variance, (T, is 
termed the standard deviation of the process. 

It is natural, therefore, on the basis of a single 
sequence of n measuremel1 ts of a single quantity, 
to take 

n - 1 

(9) 

as Lb e sampl e estim ate or the unclerl~'ing van an ce 
0'2; and the squarc root, s, as the sample esLimate 
of (T. to 

From (9), since x=x" tends (almost surely) to IL 
it is eviclen t that (T2 is also the mean value of the 
sq uarecl deviations of individual measurements Jrom 
the l imiting m ean IL of the process, that is (T2 = 

(X- IL )2, so t hn, t th e sta,nd al'd d eviation (T may b e 
regarded , in the Jang uage of m echanics, as the 
radius of g~'l'ation of the d isLribu tion of all possibl e 
m easurcments x about IL , til e limi ting m ean of the 
process . 

R emark: M athem atically the Joregoing discussion 
Cim b e carried out equally well in terDl S or tbe 
absolu te (unsig ned ) values of the differences instead 
of in term s or their squares. Such an a,pproach is, 
m ath emati.call~ · speaking, sonlCwhat mOl'e gener al 
in that i t requires 1'01' its v alidi ty merely that the 
Strong L aw 01' L arge N umbers b e appli cable to t h e 
sequence IXill, IXi2 1, ... , IXij l, ... of absolute values 
of the Xij r ather than to the sequ ence (4 ) of their 
squares. From the practical viewpoint, however , 
this greater generality is en tirely illusory, and tbe 
mathematics of absolute values of variables is 
always more cumbersome than the mathematics of 
their squ ares . For example, the arithmetic m ean 
of the absolute values of the n(n-1 )/2 distinct 
differenees among n measurements, i. e., 

10 From tbe al,ebraic identity (6), it is evidcnt tbat tbe practice in some circles 
n 

of dividing :L::: (x-x), by n, instead of n- l , amollllts to including eacb of the 
j~ l 

distinct sq uared difTcrcnces (xi-x,)2,jr'k, twice in tbe summat.ion, together with 
n identically zcro terms (xi-.~')',j~k, each included once, and tben dividing by 
n', tbe total number of tcrms (real and pbantom) involved. Viewed ill this 
light it would seem that division by n- l is mOre reasonable, in tbat tbe inclusion 
of identically zerO ter ms in tbe form ul ation of a measure of variation is a bit un· 
reasonable. 
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l~exP,.e"ible fie • multiple of the ,um of the 
I absolute deviations of the measurements from their 
: mean, L; lxi-xl, and for large values of n the 

I 

evaluation of (10) presents computational difficulties. 
The approach in terms of the absolute values of 

I 
the differences also has the disad van tage from the 
practical viewpoint that, as we shall see in a moment, 
components of imprecision are additive in terms or 
squared quantities such as cr2 , so that in this sense 
the variance cr2 is a more appropriate measure of the 
dispersion of the x's about their limiting m ean }J. 

than is cr itself. 
Ordinarily, the magnitude of cr2 (and, hence, of cr), 

unlike that of }J. , depends only on the measurement 
process concerned and the circwllstances under 
which it is applied, and not also on the magnitude 
of the quantity measured- otherwise we could not 
speak of a measurement process having a variance, 
or a standard deviation. 

Since the precision of the process obviously 
decreases as the value or cr (or, of cr2 ) increases, and 
vice versa, it is necessary to take some inverse func
tion of cr as a meaSUTe of the precision of process. 
To conform with traditional usage it is necessary 
to regard the precision of a measurement process as 
inversely proportional to its standard deviation cr 
which is, therefore, a measure of the imprecision of 
the process. Thus, Gauss, writing in 1809, remarked 
that his constant h = 1!cr,/2 could properly be con-
sidered to be a measure of the precision of the 
observations because if , for example hI = 2h, that is, 
if crl = !cr, then "a double error can be committed 
in the former system with the same facility as a 
single error in the latter, in wbich case, according 
to the common way of speaking, a double degree of 
precision is attribu ted to the latter observfttions. " II 

The fact of the matter is , however, that: 
". . . different fields have par ticularl y fa vori te ways 

of expressing precision. lV10st of these measmes are multiples 
of the standard deviation ; it is no t a lways clear " 'hich multi
ple is meant .... 

" Some consider it unfortunate that precision should be 
stated as a multiple of standard deviation , s in ce precision 
should increase as standard deviation decreases. Indeed, 
it would be more exact to say that standard deviation is a 
measure of imprecision. However, sensitivi ty, as we have 
previously indicated, suffers from this logical inversion 
witho ut hmt. P erhaps we ean best avoid this by saying 
that standard deviation is an index of precision. The habit 
of saying 'The precision is ... ' is deeply rooted, and 
there would be understandable impatience with the notion 
that standard deviation should be numerically inverted 
before being quoted in a statement of precision." [Murphy 
1961, pp. 266-267 .] 

In consequence the ASTM has, at leftst tentatively, 
taken the following position: 

" The num erical value of any commonly used indexof 
precision will be smaller the more closely bunched are the 
individual measurements of a process. As more causes are 
added to the system, the greater t he llumerical value of 
t he index of precision will ordinarily become. If the same 
index of precision is used on t\\'o different processes based 

II II Ceterurn constans h tamquam mcnsw'a praecisionis observationum con~ 
siderari poterit. . .. Quodsi igitur e.~ .• h'=2h . aCQue facile in systematc priori 
errOr duplex committi poterit . ac simplex in posteriori. in quo casu observat ioni 
ibus posteriori bus secundum vulgarem lOQuend i morem praecisio duplex tri
buitur." [G au ss 1809. Art. 178; 1871. p . 233; English translation . 1857. pp. 259-260.1 

on t he sa me method or intended to meas ure the sa me physical 
property , the process that has t he smaller value of the index 
of precision is s~id to have higher precision. Thus, although 
t he more usual Ind exes of precision are really d irect measures 
of imp recision , this inversion of reference' has been firml y 
estahlished by custom. The val ue of the selected index of 
precision of a process is referred to simply a s i ts precision or 
its stated preci sion." [ASTM 1961, p. 1759.] 

As we have remarked previously, in practical work 
the ~md res.ult of meas~ring some quantity or cali
bratll1g an mstrument for a standard rarely consists 
of f\, single measurement of the quantity of interest. 
More ~ften it is some ki?d of .average or adjusted 
value, for example, the anthmetlC mean of a nwnber 
?f independent measur~ments o~ the quantity of 
mterest . Let us , therefore, consIder the statistical 
properties of a sequence of arithmetic means of 
successive nonoverlapping groups of n measurements 
each from a sequence (1) of individual measurements 
yield~d by a meftsurement process on a particular 
occaSlOn. In other words, let us consider the 
sequence 

(11) 

or distinct arithmetic means of n measurements each 

derived i'rom f\, sequence (1) of individual measure
ments of a single quantity produced or at least 
conceptually produ cible, by the measur~ment process 
concerned on, say, the ith occasion. If the "under
IJ:'ing measurement process" giving rise to the indi
vld~al . measurements Xij is in a state of simple 
statlstlCal control, then the "extended measurement 
process" giving rise to the averages xim will also be 
In a state of simple statistical control. Conse
quent~y , the mathematical analysis of section 3.2, 
but WIth the averages xim in place of the individual 
measurements X iI, will carry through without other 
change. Le~ }J.x d,~note the limiting mean thus 
assoclat~d WIth the extended measureIl1ent process" 
glvmg rIse to the averages xim as its "individual" 
measurements. Since the cumulative ari thmetic 
mean of the first m terms of the sequence (11 ) is 
the same as the cumulative arithmetic mean of the 
first mn terms of the sequence (1) of individual 
measure~ents , .it is clear that the limiting mean 
J!.x assoCIated WIth the sequence of averages (11 ) is 
th: .same as the limiting mean associated with the 
ongmal sequence (1) of individual m.easurements, 
that is, 

(13) 

Similarly, the mathemfttical analysis at the 
beginning of the present section, but with the in
dividual measurements Xi~ in (3) thru (9), replaced 
by the averages x im , carnes through essentially as 
before. Let ui denote the variance thus associated 
,'.'ith the "extended measurement process" giving 
nse to the sequence of averages (11). As in the 
case of the variance cr2 of individual measurements , 
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so also may CT; b e interpreted as the overall mean 
valu e of th e squared deviation of " individual" 
averages x from the limitin g m ean 11-; of the "ex
tended process," that is, 

(14) 

By virtue of the algebrai c identi t~-

(X_ I1- )2= - L: Xj- 11- = - L: (Xj- ).! ) [1 n J2 [1 n J2 
n j= 1 nj=l 

it is read ily seen that 

? o-~ (52 
CT"-=-=- ' n n 

(16) 

(Th e mean value of i1 sum is always th e sum of the 
m e,lI1 valn es of its individu al terms, so that the 
oyenl11 mean valuc of t il e firs t summation inside the 
bl'ack els in the las t line or (15) is simply nCT~. Fu r
t~ erl~10re , in the case of independent identically 
cbstnbuted measurements, the overall mean yulu e 
oj' the te rm involving t h e double summ ation is 0. ) 

Since , from (1 6), CTx= CT j, rn, i t is seen that the 
precision of the ari thmetic mean of n independent 
m eaS Ul'elll en Ls is proportional to.;n. Hence th e 
al'ith metic 111 ean of 4. i nclependen t m ensurem en ts 
has double the precision oJ a single m eas urement ; 
the menn of 9 independent m easuremen ts thrice the 
precision of a single m easurement ; and ' 144 inde
pendent measurements will b e requ ired if their 
ari thm etic mean is to h ave a 12-fold increase in 
precision over a single measurement. (But to ask 
for a 12-Jold increase i n prec is ion is to ask 1'01' a verv 
considerable improve1l1 ent indeed , as can b e sre'n 
from a co mparison or c llrves a a nd c in th e top haH 
of fig. 1.) 

To serve as a r eminder of tbe d istincLion between 
the standard deviation of an individual measuremen t 
and t he standard deviation of a mean x, it is cus
tomarv to rol'er to CT as the "standard deviation" of 
a singie measurement x, and to CT x as the "standard 
error" of the (ari thmetic) m ean x. 

b. Within-Occasions Control 

In the foregoing it has b een assumed that the 
individual m easurements comprising t he sequences 
(1) corresponding to Lhe respec ti ve "occasions," 
(i= 1, 2, . .. ), could all b e regarded as "observed 
valu es" of inrl epenclen t id en ti cally cli stri bu ted ran
dom variables, th at is, t hat th e measurem ent process 
concerned was in a state of simple statistical control. 
'IiVhen such is th e case t hen any subset of n m easure
m ents is stri ctly co mparabl e to a ny otber subset of 
n m easuJ'ements, and a ny two such subsets can be 
combin ed and J'egnrde(1 valid ly as a single set of 2n 

m easurem ents. Unfor tunately, as Student's com
m ent quoted on page 167 above clearly implies, 
such complete homogen eity of m easurem ent is rarely 
if ever m et in practice. More '01' ten the situ ation is 
as described by Sir George Biddell Airy, British 
Astronom er Royal 18:15- 1881, in (to my knowledge) 
tbe first elementary book on the Lheory of errOrs and 
combination 01' observations in the English language 
[Airy 1861, p. 92]: 

" Wh en s uccessive series of observations are m ade, day 
a fter cl ay, of the same measura ble quantity, which is either 
invar ia ble . .. or admits of being reduced by calculat ion to 
an invariable quantity ... ; and when every known instru
mental correct ion has been applied ... ; still i t will someti m es 
be found that the res ult obtained on one day d iffers from t he 
result obtained on another day by a larger qu ant ity t han 
could have been anticipated. The idea then presents its('lf , 
t hat possibl.v there has been on so me on e day, or on every 
day, some cause, special to the day, which has produced a 
Constant E rrOl' in t he m easures of that day." 

Sir George, howev er, cautions against jumping to 
conclusions on t h e basis of only a few observations: 

" The ex istence of a dai ly co nstant erro l' . .. ought not 
to be li ghtly assumed. When observations a re m ade on 
on ly two or t hree days, and the nu mber of observations on 
each day is not extremely great, the m ere fact, of accordance 
on each day and discordance from day to day, is not s ufficient 
to prove a constant error. [And we s hou ld interj ect here 
t hat und er such circumstances appa rent ove r-all accorda nce 
is no t sufficient (0 prove the absence of daily constant er rors 
C'ither.l The cxistcnce of an accordance a nalogo us to a 
'round of luck ' in ordin a ry changes is s uffi ciently probab le .... . 
More ('xtrnsive experi('nce, however, m ay give greater con fi 
dence to t he assu mption of constant errors ... fil 'st, i t oug ht, 
in general to be established t hat t here is poss ib ili ty of error, 
co nstant on one day but varyin g from day to cl ay .. .. " 
[Airy 186 1, p. 93.] 

The most useful s tatistical tools for th is purpose 
are the control-ch art techniqu es of the industrial 
quality control engineer. ][ in such a situation, a 
series of m easurelll en ts obtained by m easurem ent of 
a single quantity a number of tim es on each of sev
eral differen t days or "occasions" b y a particular 
measureme nt process is plotted in t he form of a 
control chart for individuals [AST1\'[ 1951 , pp. 76- 78 , 
and pp . 101 , 105], t he ind ividual m easurem ents 0 

plotted will be seen to consist of "sections" identi
ftable with the subsequ ences (1) corresponding to the 
respective "occasions," (i= 1,2,3, .. . ), with the 
m easurements with in sections pair-wise closer to
gether on the average th a n two measur ements one 
of which co mes from on e section and the other from 
another. Such a series of measurements is clearly 
"ou t of control. " If now parallel x- and R-charts 
are constructed from these data, based on a series of 
samples of equal size from within the r espective "oc
casions" or "sections" only, i. e., excl uding means 
x and ranges R of any samples that "straddle" two 
occasions, and the points on the r esul ting x-chart 
are clearly "out of control ," then we may infer the 
existence of day-by-day conmonents of error, con
stant, perhaps, on one day, but varying from day 
to day. 

If points on the R-chart constructed as described 
arc "ont of control" also, then the measurement 
operation concerned is in a completely unstable con
dition and cannot b e described validly as a " m easlIre-
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ment process" at all. On the other hand, if the 
x-chart is " ou t of control," bu t the R-chart is " in 
control ," then we may regard the measurement 
process as being in a state of within-occasions control. 
("It is usually not safe to conclude that a state of 
control exists unless the plotted points for a t least 
25 suceessive subgroups fall within the 3-sigma con
trol limits. In addition, if not more than lout of 
35 successive points, or not more than 2 out of 100, 
fall ou tside the 3-sigma control limits, a state of 
control may ordinarily be assum ed to exist." [ASA 
1958c, p . 18.]) In such a situation we postulate the 
existence of (at least, conceptually) different limiting 
means JL;for the respec tive "occasions" (i= 1, 2, . . ), 
and a common within-occasions variance u;'. 

An unbiased estimate of the within-occasions staT/d
ard deviation U w can be obtained, if desired , from the 
average range Ii used in constructing the R-chart, 
by means of the formula 

unbiased es timate of u w= R/d2 (17 ) 

where d2 is the factor given in the d2 column of table 
B2 of [ASTM 1951, p. 115] corresponding to the 
sample or subgroup size n used in constructing the 
R-chart. 

Alternativ0ly, if desired , an unbiased estimate of 
u;' can be obtained directly from the m easuremenLs 
involved by means of the formula 

unbiased estimate o[ 
(18) 

where Xllj denotes the jth measurement and XII th e 
arithmetic mean of t h e n measurements of the hth 
subgroup, respectively, and k is the number of sub
groups involved in constructing the R-ch art. 

c. Complex or Multistage Control 

When a m easurement process is not in a state of 
simple statistical control that satisfies the criteria of 
within-occasions control , that is, when the x-chart 
(and control chart for individuals) are clearly "out 
of con trol," but the 25 or more subgroup ranges 
plotted on the R-chart exhibit control , then it is usu
ally of importance to ascertain whether the meas
urem ent process concerned is possibly in a state of 
complex or multistage statistical control. For this 
purpose four or more measurements from each of at 
least 25 different occasions will be needed. Taking 
one sample of n successive m easurem ents, (4 :S;n:S; 
10), from the available measurements corresponding 
to each of, say, k ('?25) difl'erent "occasions," eval
ua te the ari thmetic means Xi of these samples, 
(i= l , 2, ... , k ), and treating these averages as I N 
DIVIDUAL measurements construct a control chart 
for these "individuals" and parallel x- and R-charts 
as describ ed in [ASTM 1951, Example 22 , p. 101]. 
If the points plotted on these three control char ts 
exhibit control, then we " act for the present as if" 

the measurement process concerned is in a state of 
complex or multistage statistical control and regard the 
limiting m eans JL i for the respective "occasions," 
(i= 1, 2, .. . ) as being in a state of simple statistical 
control with a limiting mean JL and variance u~, 
termed the between-occasions component of vitriance. 

If in such a situation we were to form cumulative 
arithmetic means such as (3) of th e squares of all 
distinct differences between arbitrary pairs of meas
urements from within each of the respective "occa
sions," then such CUll1ulative arithmetic m eans of 
squares of differences would almost surely tend to 
2u;, in the limit as the nUlnber of pairs included tends 
to infinity, where u;' is the "within-occasions vitl'i
ance" m entioned above in connection with "within
occasions control. " If, on the other hand we were 
to form similar cumulative arithmetic means of the 
squares of differences between arbitrary pairs con
sisting in each instance of on e measurement from 
each of two different sections, th en such a cumulit
tive arithmetic mean of squared differences would 
tend almost certainly to 2(u~+ un as the number 
of "occasions" sampled tends to infinity, where (T~ is 
the above mentioned "between-occasions variance," 
i. e., the variance of the limiting means JL i for the 
r espective "occasions" about th eir limiting mean fJ.. 

If in u tilizing m easurem ents from a measurement 
process that is in such a state of complex statisti cal 
control , one form s an aV0rage XN that is the arith
m etic m ean of a total of N = kn measurements, com
posed of n m easurements 1'rom each of k differen t 
"occasions," then the variance of xN will be 

(19) 

From (19) it is clear that, i f u~ is itt itll sizable com
pared to u;', then, for fixed N = kn, XN will have 
greater precision as a determination of JL when based 
on it large number k of different occasions, with only 
a small numb er n of m easurem ents 1'rom each occa
sion . Finally, setting k = l , we see that the mean 
x..iL...0£ n measuremen ts all taken on the same occasion 
considered as a determination of the overall limiting 
mean JL has an overall variance (T~ = (T~ + ((T;, /n); but 
considered as a determination of JL i , the limi tin g mean 
for the ith occasion, its variance is only u~ /n . In 
other words, the "standard error" of a m ean such 
as X i is no t unique, bu t depend s on the purpose for 
which it is to be used. 

An unbiased estimate of the overall standard 
deviittiol1 U Xi of the arithmetic m ean of n m easure
ments taken on a single "occasion" may be ob
tained by the procedure of formula (17) above, if 
desired, using the average mnge 11 employed in con
structing the R-ch ar t corresponding to the groups of 
averitges Xin' 

Alternittively, an unbiased estimate of the overall 
variance u~ can be ob titincd directly from the means 

x 
X i used in constructing the x-chart, by using the 
formula 
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(20) 

where Xi is the ariLhm etic mean of Lhe n successive 
observations Jrom Lhe i th "occasion ," (i = l , 2, ... , lc) 
and x is the arithmetic mean of these lc means . 

The foregoing concept of a state of complex 01' 
multistage statistical control can b e extended readily 
to more complex truly "multistage" situations in
volving three or more " levels" of random variation. 

Finally, it is evident from the foregoing that when 
a measurement process is in a state of complex or 
multistage statistical control , then the difference be
tween two individual measurements (or the arith
metic means of n measurements) corresponding to 
two different "occasions" will include the difference 
J.l i - J.l ;' between the limiting means corresponding to 
the two par ticular occasions involved. In so Jar as 
such a comparison is regarded as a unique individual 
case, the difl'erence J.l i- J.l ;' is fl, fixed constant and 
hence a systematic error a ffecting this comparison. 
On the other hand, if the difference between these 
two individual measurements (or these two arith
metic means) is regarded only as a typical instance 
of the outcomes that might be yield ed by the same 
measurement process on other pairs of occasions, then 
the difference J.l i- J.l ;' may be regarded as a random 
component having a zero n'lean and variance 2ug. 

J t goes without saying, of course, that if a co n trol
ch art analysis of the type described above is under
taken for the purpose of ascertaining wllether the 
process is in a state of complex control , but the points 
plotted on the x-chart are clearly "out of con trol," 
then the measurement process concerned cannot be 
regarded as statistically stable from occasion to occa
sion , and should be used only for compamti ve measure
ment wi thin-occasions . Even when such a measure
ment process is used solely [or comparat ive m eas
m·ement within "occasions," it needs to be shown 
that comparative measurements or fi xed d~tJerences 
are in a s tate of (simple or complex) statistical con
trol , if this measurement process is to be generally 
valid in any absolu te sense. Thus in the case of the 
thermometer calibration procedure mentioned in sec
tion 2.4 above, one needs to examine the results of 
repeated measurement, occasion after occasion, of 
the difference between two standard thermometers 
8 1 and S2 of proven stabili ty in order to determine 
whether the process is or is not in a state of simple 
or complex statistical control. 

3.5. Difficulty of Characterizing the Accuracy of a 
Measurement Process 

Un ror tunately , there cloes not exist any sin gle com
prehensive measure or the accuracy (or inaccuracy) 
o[ a measurement process (analogous to the s tandard 
deviation as a measure of its imprecision) that is 
really satisfactory . This difficulty stems hom the 
fact th at "accuracy, " like " true value," seorns to b e 
a reasonably deftnite concept on first though t, but 

as soo n as one attempts to speciry exactly what one 
means by "accuracy" in a particular situ atio n, the 
concept becomes illusive ; and in attempting to re
solve t he matter olle comes face to Jace, sooner or 
later, with Lile question: "Accurate" for what 
purpose? 

Gauss, in his second development (1821- 1823) of 
the Method of Least Squares clearly recognized the 
difficul ty of characterizing sharply the " accuracy " 
of any particular procedure: 

" Quippc quaestio haec per roi naturam. aliquid vagi 
implicat, quod limi t ibus circumscribi nisi per principium. 
111iquatellus arbi trariuffi noq uit ... noq ue domonstrationi
bus mathematicis dccidenda . sed libero tantum arb it ri o 
rem ittenda." 12 [Gauss 1823, Part I , Art. 6.] 

Gauss himself proposed [loco cit.] that the mean 
square e1'l'or of a procedure~that is, u 2+ (J.l - r )2, 
where u is its standard deviation; and J.l - r , its bias~be 
used to characterize its accuracy. While mean square 
e1'ror is a useful criterion for comparing the relative 
accuracies of measurement processes differing widely 
in both precision and bias, it clearly does not "tell 
the whole story." For example, if one 'were to 
adopt t he principle that measurement processes 
having t be same mean sq uare error were equally 
"accurate," then one would be obliged to consider 
the measurement processes corresponding to the 
three curves shown in figure 3 as being of equal 

" I am grate ful to my colleague Franz Al t fo r tbe foll owi ng literal translation 
of these phrases: 

" F or this question implies, by the very n ature of the matter . so mething 
vag ue which Cfl nnot be clearl y delimil(,ci exce pt by somcwllaL arbitrary principle 
.. . nOr CHn i t be clccicird by mathl' maL ieal dcmon~ tl' aLio ns, but must be lert to 
mere arbitrfl l'Y j uclgmcIJt. " 
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accuracy, whereas for many purposes. one would 
regard process C (portrayed to the nght) as the 
"most accurate" in spite of the fact that the chances 
of sCOl'ino' a "b~ll's eye" or "near miss" are greater 
m the ca~e of process A shown in the upper left. 

Alternatively if one were to sav that two measure
ment processes 'were equally acC'urate when exactly 
the same proportion P of the measurements of ea~h 
lay within ± 0 units from the true value, then for 
p = 0.5 one would be obliged to say that the measure
ment processes corresponding to curves e and d 
m the lower half of figure 1 were equally accurate, 
and that the measurement process corresponding to 
curve a in the upper half of the same figure was 
sliohtly more accurate than either e or d. Or, 
taking P = 0.95 , one would be obliged to say that 
the measurement processes corresponclmg to the 
three curves shown in figure 4 were eq ually accurate. 
From these, and other cases easily constructed, it is 
readily seen that it is unsati~[actory to regard tw.o 
measurement processes as bemg equally accurate If 
the same specified fraction P of the m.easurements 
produced by each li e within the same dlstance from 
the true value. 

Thus one is led by the force of necessity to the 
lllescapable conclusion that ordinarily (at lea~t) 
two numbers arc needed to adequately charactenze 
the accuracy of a measurement pr?cess. And tl:is 
has been recognized by the Amenean SOCIety for 
Testing and Materials in their recent recommenda
tions [AST 2V[ 1961 , pp. 1759- 1760]: 
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FIG U RE 4. ThTee meaSUTem ent processes differing in bias and 
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"Generally the index of accuracy will consist of two or 
more different number s. Since t he concept of accuracy 
embraces not only the concept of precision but a lso t he idea 
of more or less consist ent deviation from the reference level 
(sys tematic error or bias) , it is preferable to describe accuracy 
by separate values indicating precision and bias." 

The fact of the matter is that two numbers ordinarily 
suffice only because the "end results" of measurement 
and calibration programs are usually averages or 
adjusted values based on a number of independent 
(primary measurements," and such averages and 
adjusted values tend to be normally distributed to 
a very good approximation when four or more "pri
mary measurements" are involved . This is illus
trated by fLgure 5, which shows the distributions of 
individual measurements of two unbiased measure
ment processes with identical standard deviations 
but having uniform and normal "laws of error," 
respectively, together with the corresponding distri
butions of arithmetic means of 4 independent 
measurements from these respective processes-
these latter two distribu tions aTe depicted by a single 
curve because the differences b etween the two 
distributions concerned are far less than can be 
resolved on a chart drawn to this scale. Since both 
of the processes concerned are unbiased, "accuracy" 
thus beeomes only a matter of "precision"--or does 
it?--both curves for 11 = 1 have the same standard 
deviation, do they refleet equal (.aceuracy"? Would 
not the answer depend on th e advantages to be 
gained from small errors balanced against the serious
ness of large errors, in relation to the pUl'poS~ for 
which a single measurement from one or the other 
is needed? ~Bu t "the problem" disappears nicely 
if averages of 4 measurem ents are to be used. 
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FIG U RE 5. Uniform and nonnal distributions of individual 
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4 . Evaluation of the Precision, and of Cred
ible Bounds to the Systematic Error of a 
Measurement Process 

As we have just s?en, (,wo numbers are ordinarily 
needed to charactel'lze the accuracy of a measure
ment -process, the one indieating its precision, and 
the other its bias. In practice, ho"vever, the bias of 
a measurement process is unknown and unknowable 
because the "true vfl,lues" of quantities measured are 
almost fl,lways unknown and unknowable. The 
principle exception is when one is measuring a 
difference that is by hypothesis identically zero. 
H the bias of a measurement process could be, and 
vvere known exactly, then one would of course 
subtract it off as a "correction" and thus dispose of 
it entirely. Since ordinarily we cannot Axpect to 
1010W the exact mag·nitude of the bias of a m easure
ment process, W i', .oare forced in practice to settle 
for credible bounds to its likely magnitude- much 
as did Steyning and the thief in cliapteI~VI or Kipling's 
story, Captains CouTar/eous: "Steyning tuk him for 
the reason that the thief tuk the hot stove- bekaze 
for there was nothing else that season". Conse
quen tly, neither the bias nor th e accuracy of any 
measurement process, or m ethod of measurement, 
c~n ever be known in a logical sense. The precis1·on 
ol a measurement process, however, can be mefl,sured 
and known. (Compare D eming [1950, p. 17].) 

4.1. Evaluation of the Precision of a Measurement 
P rocess 

In the foregoing we have stressed that a measure
ment operation to qualify as a measmement process 
must have attained a state of statistical control; and 
that until a measurement operation has b een 
"debugged" to the extent that it has atta,ined a, 
state of statistical control , it cannot be regarded in 
~ny logical sense as measuring a,nything at all . It 
IS also clear, from our discussion of the control-chart 
techniques for determining whether in any given 
instance one is entitled to "act for the present as if" 
a state or statistical control has been fLttained. that 
a fairly large amount or experience with fI, particular 
measurement process is needed before one can 
resolve the question in the affirmfl,tive. Once a 
measurement process has attained a sta,te of sta
tistical control, and so lon g as it r emfl,ins in this 
state, then an estimate of the standard deviation of 
the process can be obtained from the data employed 
in establishing control, as we have indicated above. 

Since the precision of a measmement process 
refers to, and is determined bv the characteristic 
"closeness together" of successiv·e independent meas
urements of fI, single magnitude generated by repeated 
application of th e proeess under specified cond i Lions, 
it is clearly necessary in determining whether a 
measurement operation is or is not ill a staLe of 
statistical control, and in evaluating its precision to 
be reason ably definite on whatvariations of procedure, 
apparatus, environmental conditions, observers, 
operators, etc., are allowfI,ble in "repeated appli-

eations" of what will be considered to be the same 
measurement process applied to the meaSllrem en t of 
the same quantity under the same conditions. If 
whatever measure of the precision and bounds to 
the bias of the measmement process we may adopt 
are to provide a realistic indication of the accmary 
of t his process in practice, then the "allowable varia
tions" must be of sufficient scope to bracket the 
range of circumstances commonly met in practice. 
Scientists and engineers commonlY- append "probable 
errors" or "standard errors" to the results of their 
experiments and tests. These measures of impreci
sion are supposed to indicate the extent of the 
reproducibility of these experiments or tests under 
"essentiall~T the same conditions," but there are 
great doubts whether the "probable errors" and 
"s~andard. errors" generally presented actually have 
thls meamng. The fault in most cases is not with 
the statistical formulas and procedures used to com
pute such probable errors or standard errors from 
the measurements in hand, but rather with the 
limited scope of the "conditions" sampled in taking 
the measurements. 

a. Concept of a " Repetition " of a Measurement 

As a very minimurn , a "repetition" of a measure
men t by the same measurement process should "leave 
th e door open" to, and in no way inhibi t changes of 
the ort that would occm· if, on termination of a 
given series of measuremen ts, the data sheets were 
stolen and the experimen ter were to repeat the 
series as doscl.\T as possible with the amc apparatus 
and auxiliary equipment followin g the same instruc
tions. In contrast, a "repetition " by the same 
method oJ measurement should permit and in no way 
in hibit the natmal occurrence of such changes as 
will occur if the experimenter were to mail to a 
Jriend complete details of the apparatus , auxiliary 
equipm ent, and experi men tal procedure cmployed
i.e., the wriLLen text specification tha t defines the 
"method of measuremen t" concerned- and the 
friend, using apparatus and auxiliary equipment of 
the same kind, and following the procedural instuc
tions received to lhe best oC his ability, were then, 
after a little practice, to attempt a repetition of the 
measmement of the same quantity. Such are the 
extremes, but there is a "gray region" between in 
which tbere is not to be found a sharp line of de
marcation between the "areas" corresponding to 
"repetition" b~T the same measurement process, and 
and to "repetition" by the same method oj measure
ment. 

Let us consider "repetitions" by tbe same meas
urement process more fully. Such repetitions will 
undoubtedly be carried out in the same place, i.e., 
in the same laboratory, because if it is to be the 
same measurement process, the very same apparatus 
must be used. But a "repetition" cannot be carried 
out at the same time. How great a lapse of time 
should be allowed, nay required, between "repeti
t ions"? This is a crucial question. Student 
gives an answer in it passage from which we quoted 
above [Student 1917, p. 415]: 
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"Perhaps I may be permitted to restate my opinion as to 
the best way of judging the accuracy of physical or chemical 
determinations. 

"After considerable experience I have not encounter ed 
any determination which is not influe nced by the date on 
which it is made; from this it follows that a number of 
determinations of the same thing made on the same day a rc 
likely to lie mor e closely together th an if the r epetitions had 
been m ade on different days . 

"It also follows t hat if the probable error is calculated 
from a number of observations made close together in point 
of t ime , much of t he secular crror will be left out and for 
general usc t he proba ble error will be too small. 

" Wher e then the m aterials are s ufficiently stablc it is 
well t o run a numbcr of det erminations on the same m aterial 
through any series of routine determinat ions which have t o be 
made, spreadin ~ them over the whole p eriorl ." 

Another important question is : Are "repetitions" 
by the same measurement process, to be limited to 
repetitions by the same observers and operators, 
using the same auxiliary equipment (bottles of 
reagents, etc.); or enlarged to include repetitions 
with nominally equivalent auxiliary equipment, by 
various but equivalently trained observers and 
operators? I believe that everyone will agree that 
substitution, and certainly replacement, of bottles 
of reagents, of batteries as sources of electrical 
energy, etc., by "nominally equivalent materials" 
must be allowed. And any calibration laboratory 
having a large amount of "business" will certainly, 
in the long run at any rate, have to face up to allow
ing changes, even replacement of observers and 
operators- and, ultimately, even of apparatus. 

A very crucial question , not always faced squarely, 
is: in complete "repetitions" by the same measure
ment process, are such "repetitions" to be limited to 
those intervals of time over which the apparatus is 
used "as is" and "undisturbed," or extended to 
include the additional variations that almost always 
manifest themselves when the apparatus is dis
assembled, cleaned, reassembled, and readjusted? 
Unless such disassembly, cleaning, reassembly, and 
readjustment of apparatus is permitted among the 
allowable variations affecting a "repetition" by the 
same measurement process, then there is very little 
hope of achieving satisfactory agreemen t between 
two or more measurement processes in the same 
laboratory that differ only in their identification with 
different pieces of apparatus of the same kind. In 
practice it is found that statistical control can be 
attain ed and maintained under such a broad concept 
of "repetition" only through the use of reference 
standards of proven stability. Furthermore, by 
thus more squarely facing the issue of the scope of 
variations allowable with respect to "repetitions" 
by the same measurement process, we shall go a 
long way toward narrowing the gap between a 
"repetition" by the same measuremen t process and 
by the same method of measurement. 

As we have said before, if whatever measures of 
the precision and bias of a measurement process we 
may adopt are to provide a realistic indication of the 
accuracy of this process in practice, then the "allow
able variations" must be of sufficient scope to bracket 
the range of circumstances commonly met in prac
tice. Furthermore, any experimental program that 
aims to determine the precision and systematic error, 

and thence the accuracy of a measurement process, 
must be based on an appropriate random sampling 
of this "range of circumstances," if the usual tools 
of s tatistical anal~Tsis are to be strictly applicable. 
Or as Student put it, "the experiments must be 
capable of being considered to be a random sample 
of the population to which the conclusions are to be 
applied. Neglect of this rule has led to the estimate 
of the value of statistics which is expressed in the 
crescendo 'lies, damned lies, statistics ' ." [Student 
1926, "p. 711.] 

When adequate random sampling of the appro
priate "range of circumstances" is not feasible, or 
even possible, then it is necessary to compute, by 
extrapolation from available data, a more or less 
subjective estimate of the "precision" of the end 
results of a measurement operation, to serve as a 
substitute for a direct experimental measure of their 
"reproducibility." Y ouden [1962d] calls this "ap
proach the 'paper way' of obtaining an estimate of 
the [precision]." Its validity, if any, "is based on 
subject-matter knowledge and skill, general informa
tion, and intuition- but not on statistical method
ology" [Cochran et al. 1953, p. 693]. 

b. Some Examples of Realistic "Repetitions" 

As Student remarked [1917 , p. 415], "The best way 
of judging the accuracy of physical or chemical 
determination ... [when] the materials are suffi-
ciently stable . .. is .. . to run a number of 
determinations on the same material thru any series 
of routine determinations which have to be made, 
spreading them over the whole period." To this 
end, as well as to provide an overall check on pro
cedure, on the stability of reference standards, and 
to guard against mistakes, it is common practice in 
many calibration procedures, to utilize two or more 
reference standards as part of the regular calibration 
procedure . 

The calibration procedure for liQuid-in-glass therm
ometers, referred to in section 2.4 above, is a case in 
point. A measurement of the difference between the 
two standards SI and S2 is obtained as by-product 
of the calibration of the four test thermometers 
TI , T2 , T3, and T4 in terms of the (corrected) readings 
of the two standards. It is such remeasurements of 
the difference between a pair of standard thermom
eters from "occasion" to "occasion" that constitutes 
realistic "repetitions" of the calibration procedure. 
The data yielded by these "repetitions" are of 
exactly the type needed (a) to ascertain whether or 
not the process is in a state of statistical control; and 
if so, (b) to determine its overall standard deviation. 

Similarly, in the calibration of laboratory standards 
of mass at the National Bureau of Standards, 
"known standard weights are calibrated side-by-side 
with [the] unknown weigh ts" [Almer et aI., 1962, 
p.33]. Indeed, weights whose values are otherwise 
determined "are not said to have been 'calibrated'. 
That term is reserved for measurements based on at 
least two mass standards." ~oc. cit. , p . 43.] In the 
specimen work sheets exhibited by Almer et aI., the 
auxiliary standards involved are those from the 
Bw'eau's "NH series" of reference standards known 
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b~' Lhe designations NII50, NH20, and NHlO l 

respectively. It is Lhe measurements obtained in 
rouLj)le calibrations of lhe differences between the 
values of these sLandards and Lheir accepted values 
that not only provid e valu able cheeks on day-to-day 
procedure, but also serve as Lhe basis for determina
tion of the overall standard deviation of t his calibra
tion process. 

A third example is provided by Lhe method 
followed at the National Bureau of Standards for 
testing alternating-current watthour meters, which has 
been described in some detail by Spinks and Zapf 
[1954]. Four reference watthour meters are involved. 
One of these, termed " the Standard Watthour 
Meter," is located in the device portrayed in figure 
1 of the paper by Spinks and Zap£. The other three 
are located in a temperature-controlled cabinet. 
A "test" of a watthom' meter sent to the Bureau 
involves not only a comparison of this watthour 
meLer with the Standard Watthour iVl eter , but also 
comparisons of each of the Comparison Standard 
,Vatthour Yleters with the Stand ard ,Vatthour 
M eter. It is from lil e data yielded by these in ter
comparisons of the Standard vVatthour :N[eter and 
t he Co mparision Stand ard ,Vatthour Meters that 
th e standard dev iat ion of t his test procedure is 
evaluated. Spinks and ZapJ's sect ion on "Precision 
and Accuracy Attainable" is notable for i ts ex
ceptional lueid iLy as well as for its completeness 
with r espect to relevant details. 

Some additional examples of realistic "repetitions" 
arc discussed by Y ouden r1962c]. 

4.2. Treatment of Inaccuracy Due to Systematic 
Errors of Assignable Origins but of Unknown 
Magnitudes 
As we remarked in section 3.3b above, the sys

t emat ic error of a measurement process will ordinarily 
have both constant and variable components. For 
conven ience of expos i tion , it is customary to regard 
t he individual compollents of the overall systematic 
error of a measurement or calibration process as 
elemental or constituent "systematic errors" and to 
r efer to them simpl~T as "systematic errors," for 
shor t . Included among such "systematic errors" 
affecting a particular measuremen t or calibration 
process are: ". . . all those errors which cannot be 
regarded as fortuitous , as partaking of the nature 
of chance. They are characteristic of the system 
involved in the work; they may arise from errors in 
theory or in standards, from imperfections in the 
apparatus or in the observer, from false assumptions, 
etc. To them, the statistical theory of error does not 
apply." [Dorsey 1944, p. 6 ; Dorsey and Eisenhart 
1953, p . 104.1 

The overall systematic error of a measurement 
process ordinarily co nsists of elemental "systematic 
errors " due to both assignable and unassignable 
causes . Those of unknown (not thought of, not 
~' et identified , or as yet undiscovered) origin are 
al wa~Ts to be feared ; allowan ces can be made only 
for those of recognized origin. 

Sin ce the " known " s~'ste illa t ic errors affecting a 
measurernent process ascribabl e to specific origins 

are ordinarily determinate in ong lll only, their 
individual values ordinarily being unl;;:nown both 
with respect to sign and magnitude, it is not possible 
to evaluate their algebnl,ic SUIll and th ereby arrive 
at a value for the overall systematic error of the 
measuremen t process concerned. In consequence, it 
is necessary to arrive at bounds for each of the 
individual components of systematic error that may 
be expected to yield nonnegligible con tribution , 
and then from these bounds arrive at credible bounds 
to th eir combined effect on the measurement process 
concerned. Both of these steps are fraugh t wi th 
difficul ties. 

Determination of reasonable bounds to the 
systematic error likely to be contributed by a 
particular origin or assignable cause necessarily 
involves an element of judgment, and the limits can
not be set in exactitude. By assigning ridiculously 
wide limits, one could be practically certain that 
the actual error due to a parti cular cause would never 
lie outside of these limi. ts. Bu t such limits are not 
likely to be very helpful. The narrower the range 
between the assigned limits, the greater the uneasi
ness one feels that the assigned limits will not 
include whatever svs tematic error is contr ibuted 
b~' t il e cause in question . But a decision has to 
be made; and on the basis of th eory, other related 
measurements, a careful stuely of the situation in 
hand, especiall.v its sensiti vit.v to small changes in 
the factor co ncern ed, and so forth , "the experi
menter presentl.\! will feel justi:fied in saying that 
he feels, or b elieves, or is of the opini.on, " tha t the 
systemat ic error due to the particular source in 
question cloes not exceed such and such limi ts , 
"meaning th ereby, since he makes no claim to 
omniscience, that he has found no reason for 
believing" that it exceeds these limits . In other 
words, ' nothing has come to light in the course 
of the work to indi.ca te" that the systemati c elTor 
concern ed lies outside the stated range. [Do rsey 
1944, pp. 9- 10 ; Dorsey and Eisenhar t, 1953, pp. 
105- 107.] 

This being done to each of the r ecognized potential 
sources of sys tematic errol', t he problem remain s 
how to determine credible bounds to their combined 
effect. Before considering thi.s problem in detail, 
it will be helpful to digress for a 111.0ment, to consider 
an instructive example relating to t he combined 
effect of constant errors in an everyday s ituation. 

a . An Instructive Example 

Consider the hypothetical situation of an indi
vidual who is comparing his checkbook balance with 
his bank statement. To this end he needs to know 
the total value of his checks outstanding. Loathing 
addition , or perhaps, simply to save time, he adds 
up only the clollars, neglecting the cents, and thus 
arrives at a total of, say, $312, for 20 checks out
standing. Adding a correction of 50 cents per check, 
or $10 in all, he takes $322 as his estimate. Within 
what limits should he consider the error of this 
estimate to lie? 

The round-off error cannot exceed ± 50 cents per 
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check, so that barring mistakes in addition, he can 
be absolutely certain that the total errol' of his 
estimate does not exceed ±$10. But these are 
extremely pessimistic limits: they correspond to 
every check being in errol' by the maximum possible 
amount and all in the same direction. (Actually 
the maximum possible positive errol' is 49 cents per 
check or + $9.80 in all.) 

To be conservative, but not so pessimistic, one 

might "allow" a maximum error of ± 50 cents 
per check, but consider it reasonable to regard their 
signs as being equally likely to be plus or minus. 
In this way one would be led to conclude "with 
probability 0.95" that the total error lies between 
± $7.00; or "with probability 0.99," between 
± $8.00, as shown in the column headed "binomial" 
in table 1, for n = 20 . The "saving" by this pro
cedure is clearly not great. 

T A B LE 1. Limits of elTOT of a sum of n i tems indicated by vW'ious methods of evalnation 

Binomial Uniform Triangular Norma l,20"=0.5 Normal, 30"=0.5 
n Absolute 

± 
0.95 ± 0.99 ± 0.95 ± 0.99 ± 0.95 ± 0.99 ± 0.95 ± 0 .99 ± 0.95 ± 0 .99 ± 

-----------------------------------

I 0.50 0.50 0. 50 0.48 0.50 0.39 0.45 0.49 0.64 0.33 0.43 
2 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 0.78 0.90 0. 56 O. il 0.69 0.91 0. 46 O.6l 
3 1. 50 1. 50 1. 50 0.97 1. 19 0.69 0.88 0.85 1.12 0.57 0.74 
4 2.00 2.00 2.00 I. 12 I. 41 0. 80 1.03 0.98 I. 29 0.65 0.86 
5 2.50 2.50 2. CO I. 25 1. 60 0.89 1.15 1. 10 I. 44 0.7:J 0.96 
6 0.00 2.50 3.00 I. 38 I. 76 0.98 1.29 I. 20 I. 58 0.80 l. 05 
7 3.50 3.00 3.50 1. 49 1. 91 1. 06 1.39 I. 30 I. 70 0.86 1.14. 
8 4.00 3.50 3.50 1. 59 2.05 1. 13 1.49 1. 39 1. 82 0.92 1.21 
9 4.50 3. 50 4.00 1. 69 2.18 1. 20 I. 58 1. 47 I. 93 0.98 1. 29 

JO 5.00 4.00 4.50 1. 78 2.31 1. 26 I. 66 1. 55 2.04 1. 03 1. 36 
15 7.50 5.50 6.00 2.19 2.88 1. 55 2.04 1. 90 2.49 I. 27 1. 69 
20 JO. 00 7. 00 8.00 2.53 3.33 1. 79 2.35 2. 19 2.88 1. 46 I. 92 
25 12.50 8. 50 9.50 2.83 3.72 2.00 2.63 2.45 3.22 1.63 2. l5 
30 15.00 10. 00 11.00 3.07 4.03 2.19 2.88 2.68 3.53 1. 79 2.35 
40 20.00 13.00 14.00 3.58 4.70 2.53 3.33 3.10 4.07 2.07 2.72 
50 25.00 16.00 17.00 4.00 5.26 2.80 3.72 3.46 4.55 2.31 3.04 
60 30.00 19.00 20.00 4.38 5.76 3. 10 4.07 3.80 4.99 2.53 3.33 

--

Alternatively, one might consider it to be more "safe" for him to "act for the present as if" his 
"realistic" to regard the individual errors as inde- balance and the bank statement were in agreemenL. J 
pendentl.v and uniformly distributed between -50 (See Eisenhart [1947a, p. 218] for discussion of a ~ 
cents and + 50 cents, concluding "with probability similar example relating to computation with 
0.95" that the total error does not exceed ± $2.53; logarithms.) 
or "with probability 0.99 ," is not greater then 
± $3.33- as shown in the columns under the heading b. Combination of Allowances for Systematic Errors 

I "uniform" in table 1. It is clear that a considerable The foregoing example suggests that a similar 

I reduction in the estimate of the total error is achieved procedure be used for arriving at credible limits to 
. by this approach. the likely overall effect of systematic errors due to a 

Strictly speaking, the foregoing analyses via the number of different origins. A number of addit ional 
theory of probability are both inapplicable to the difficulties confront us, however, in this case. To 
problem aL hand: each round-off error is a fixed begin with, in view of the inexactness with which 
number between ± 50 cents, and their sum is a fixed bounds can ordinarily be placed on each of the indi
number between ± $10. If it were true that round- vidual components of systematic error, it is not 
off errors in such cases were uniformly distributed possible to say with absolute certainty that their 
between ± 50 cents, then, if one made a habit of combined effect lies between the sum of the positive 
evaluating limits of error according to this procedure , bounds and the sum of the negative bounds. 
one could expect the limits of eITor so calculated to Second, even if it were possible to scale the situ a
include the true total error in 95 percent, or 99 per- tion so that the bounds for each of the components 
cent of the instances in which this procedure was of systematic error was the same, sa~' , ± Ll, there 
used in the long run. Round-off errors in such cases are would still remain the problem of translation into an 
almost certainly not uniformly distributed between appropriate probability calculus. Most persons 
± 50 cents. (Many items are priced these days at would, I believe, regard the "binomial" approach 
$2.98 etc., and this will distort the distribution of the (corresponding to equal probability of maximum 
cents-portion of one's bills but added sales taxes no error in either direction), as too pessimistic; and the 
doubt have a "smoothing" effect.) approach via a uniform distribution of error, as a bit 

Nevertheless, I believe that you will agree that if, conservative, on the grounds that one intui tively 
in the hypothetical case under discussion, the feels that the individual errors are somewhat more 
checkbook balance, with an allowance of $322 for likely to lie near the centers than near the ends of 
checks outstanding, failed to agree with the bank their respective ranges. Therefore, one might at
statement to within $2.53 (or $3 .33), our "friend" tempt to simulate this "feeling" by assuming the 
would do well to check into the matter more thor- "law of error" to be an isosceles triangle centered at 
oughly. And, alternatively, if his checkbook balance zero and ends at ± Ll; or, more daringly, by assuming 
so adjusted, and the bank statement, agreed to the "law of error" to be approximately normal with 
within $2.53 (or $3.33), it would be reasonably Ll corresponding to 2 "CT" or even 3 "CT." 
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Un fortun ately wha tever "pl'obabili t~T limi ts" may 
be placed upo n the co mbin ed eFrects of several inde
penci ent s~'s te ll1 a ti c elTOI'S b~T th ese procedures are 
quil e sensiLive to lil e ass umption n'lade at this stage, 
as is evident f rom (ab] e 1 . Therefore, anyone who 
uses one of these l1I ethods for t he " combin ation of 
errors" sh ould indicate expli cill,v which of these (or 
an al tern ative method) he has \l sed . vVben (a) the 
number of s.\'stematic errors to be combined is large, 
(b) the respective r anges are approximately equal in 
s ize, and (c) one feels "fairly sure" that the indi
v idual errors do not fall ou tside of their r espective 
ranges , then my personal feeling is that the " uni
form" method is probably a wee bi t conserva tive 
but "safe"; the tl'iarlgular method is a bit "too 
daring"; the normal m ethod wi th " ([" = !::, /3 orcli
n aril~T " much too daling"; but the normal method 
wi th " ([" = !::' /2, probably "not too darin g. " "When 
(b) a ll d (c) hold bu t n is sm all , then i t will proba bly 
be safe to use t he "uni fo rm" m ethod with " !::," taken 
equal to the average of the indiv idual ranges. 
Other cases, e.g., wil en n is large but, say, one or two 
of lile ranges is (arc) m uch larger than Lite others 
and Lend (s) to domin ate t he itua l ion, requires 
special considerat ioll whi ch is be.\Tond the scope of 
th e p l'csent paper. 

4 .3 . Expre ssion of the Inaccuracy of a Measurement 
Process 

B.\" whatever mea ns cl'edi ble bou nds Lo the likely 
overall systematic ClT OT of the measurement process 
arc obtain ed they should not be combined (by simple 
addi t ion, by " quadrature," 0 1' otherwise) with a n ex
perim entally deter mi ned measUl"e of its s tandard de
via l ion to obtain an overall index of its accurac~T (or, 
more correc tly , of iLs i nacc uracy) . Rather (a) Lile 
s la ndard devia tion of the process and (b) credible 
bounds to its s \'stemat ic error should be stated sepa
r ately, because, as we showed in figure 3, a meas
urement process hav ing s tandard deviation ([ = 0.2 5 
a nd a b ias !::, =·b5/16 = 0. 97 is for most purposes 
"more accurate" than a measuremen t process havin g 
zero bias and stand ard deviatio n <T = 1, so that a proc
ess with ([ = 0.25 and a bias less than ± 0.97 will a 
fo rtiori be "more accura te." 

. F inally, if the uncertain ties in th e assigned value 
of a national s tandard or of some fun damental con
stan t of nature (e.g ., in th e volt as maintained at the 
National Bureau oj Standards, or in the speed of light 
c, or in the acceleration of gravity 9 on the Potsdam 
basis) is an importan t poten tial source of systematic 
error affecting the measurement process, no allo wance 
for possible systematic error from this source should 
be included ordinarily in evaluating overall bounds 
to the sys tematic error of the measuremen t process. 
Sin ce th e error concerned, what ever i t is, affects all 
r esul ts obtained by the method of measurement in
volved, to include an allowance for this error would 
be to make everybody 's results appear unduly in
accurate relative to eael) other. In s tead, in such in
s tances one should state (a) that results obtained by 
the measurement process concerP ed are in terms of 
the vol t (or the watthour , or the k:ilogram, etc. ) 

"as main tained at t lte National Bureau of Stand
ards" [McNish and Cameron 1960 , p . 102], or 
" correspond to the speed of ligh t c= 2.997925 X I Olo 
cm/sec. exactly ," sa~T ; and (b) that t he indi cated 
bounds to t he systematic error of t lte p rocess arc 
exclusive of whatever errors may be present h om 
this (or these) source (s) . G iven such information, 
exper ts can make such addit ional allowance , as may 
b e needed, in fundamen tal scientific work ; and com
para tive measuremen ts within science and industIT 
wi thin the United States will not appear to be less 
accurate than they very likely are for the purposes 
for which they are to be used . 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the technical assis t
ance of J anace A. Speckman in several phases of t.he 
prepar ation of this paper . 
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tion to an Nb-Sn superconducting wire, G. A. Moore and 
L. L. W y man , J . ReseaTch N B S 67A (Phys. and Chem. ) 
N o. 2, 127 (Mar .-fl pT. 1963). 70 cents. 
Accurate q uanti tative data per t inent to t he stru ct ure of solid 
m aterials at the micro size level, which are difficult or p ro
h ibit ive to obtain by t radi t ional manual measurements, are 
now obtained directly by a di gital co mputer which uses a 
p hot om icrograph as t he i nforma tion inpu t . T he his tory of 
picture interpreta t ion experiments at t he N BS is reviewed . 
The f unda ment a l co mputer operations a re illustrated, t o
gether with a descrip tion of 24 image processin g routines now 
fun ctional at a practicallC\·cl . 
A micrograph of a specimen of ~b-S n supercond ucto r wi r'e is 
exha usti vely analyzed . T his specimen is found to co ntai.n 
a pproximately 70 perce nt N b3Sn, nearly a ll of whi ch l S 
mu t ually in te rco nnected . It is itlso found tha t in this 
s pecimen t he mean f ree path in the N b3Sn supe rco ndu cting 
pha e is only 26 .5 microns. T his small value results from the 
spongy tru cture of t he mate ria l itnd num erous in te rrupt ions 
caused by voids itnd by par t icles of '1 other solid phases. 
The compa rat ive i mportan ce of t he seve ral types of inter
rupt ions is m eas ured . It is deter mined t hat small voids are 
tile most import ant single cause of t he short mean free pa th , 
a nd dedu ced that t hese voids a ppeitr t o have formed mainly 
fro m t he reaction duri ng heat t reatment. 

Moire fring es produce d by a point proj ection x-ray micro
scope, S. B. Ne wman, J . R eseaTch N B S 67A (Phys. and 
Chem.) N o.2, 149 (M aT.-A p ro 1963). 70 cents. 
Moire f rin ges produ ced by soft X-rays passing t hrough 
cro. sed gratings of fine wire mesh are demonstrated. Regula r 
systems of bands appearing superimposed on radiomicro
graphs of oriented cellulosic stru ctures may also be moire 
f ringes. These frin ges co uld be form ed by fi brillate str uctures 
acting as crossed diffraction grat ings. 

A method for d e termining the elas tic constants of a cubic 
crystal from velocity measurements in a single arbitrary 
direction ; applica tion to SrTi03' J . B . Wacht man , Jr., M . L. 
Wheat, and S. Marzullo, J . Research N B S 67A (Phys. and 
Chem.) No . 2, 205 (Mar.-A pr. 1693). 70 cents. 
A method is given for calculating t he t hree elastic constants 
of a cubic crystal and t heir standard deviations from t he 
t hree velocit ies of sound and t heir standard deviat ions 
measured in a single direct ion. The method is applicable to 
a ny direction except [100] and [111]. 

A ne w type of computable inductor, C. H. P age, J . ReseaTch 
N BS 67B (Math. and Math. Phys.) N o. l ,31 (J an.- NJar.1863) . 
75 cents. 
The mut ual indu ctance analog of t he generali zed Thompson
La mpa rd theorem (fo r cross-capacitances) is developed. 
An infi ni tely long cage of fiv e parallel wires can yield an 
absolute ind uctan ce of 

henries pe r mete r. E nd-effects of order I / ZZ occur in a 
fi nite cage, but ca n be redu ced to order 1/1' by using eight 
wires. 
The e igh t wire cage h as t he advantage of overdetermined 
r elations among t he inductances to be measured, allowin g an 
estimate of experimental elTor in t he calibration of a standard. 
E rrors due to faul ty cage geo metry a re shown to be of t he 
order of 1 in 107 • 
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Input admittance of linear a nte nnas driven frol11 a coaxia 
line, T . T . Wu, J. Research N BS 670 ( Radio Prop .) N o. l ' 
83- 89 (Jan .- Feb. 1963). 70 cents. 
I n two cases of a linear a ntenn a d ri ve n from a coaxial l in e, 
it is shown t ha t t he apparent te rmin al adm it ta nce to the 
coaxia l line can be addit ively sepa rated into two parts when 
the tra nsverse di mensions a rc small compared with the wave
length . One of t hese two parts dep ends only on t he wave
lengt h and t he dimensions of t he a ntenn a, whi le t he o ther 
part can be in terpreted as a capacita nce t ha t depends only 
on t he rad ii of t he coaxia l li ne. This capacita nce may be 
fo und exactly f rom t h e solut ion of an int egral equat ion , in 
the sense th at further corrections can not be int erpreted 
simply as a cap acitance. 

Corros ion of s teel pilings in soils, M . R om anoff, 1V BS Nf ono. 
68 (Oct . 24, 1962),20 cents. 
Steel pil ings have been used fo r many years as st ru ctura l 
members of da ms, fl oodwall s, bulkheads, and as load-bearing 
founda t ions. Whil e i ts use is pres umably satisfactory, 11 0 

evaluat ion of t he mat eria l after lon g serv ice has been made. 
I n coopera tio n with t he American Iron a nd Steel Institute 
a nd the U.S. Co rps o f Engineer , the National Bu reau of 
Sta nda rds has undertaken a project to in ves tigate t he ext ent 
of corrosion on steel piles after many years of ser vice. 
Res ults of i nspectio ns m ade on s tecl pi li ngs wh ich have been 
in service in various underground str uct ures undeI' a wide 
\ a riety of soil co ndit ions for periods of expos ure up to 40 
years ar c presented . 
l"n ge neral, no appreciable cor rosion of steel piling was found 
in undistu rbed oil below t hc water table regardless of t he 
soil types o r soil p r'opNt ies enco untered . Above t he water 
tahlc a nd in fi ll soils cOHos ion was fo und to be vari able but 
not se ri o Ll s. 
It is indicated t hat corrosion data p revioulsy published by 
t he National Bureau of Standards on specimens exposed 
und er di t ur bed soil condit ions do not apply to pilings which 
a re driven in undisturbed soils. 

Radiation quantities and units , I nternational Commission on 
Radiological Units and Measurements (I C R U) Report 10a, 
1962, N BS Handb. 84 (Nov. 14, 1962), 20 cents. 
This H an dbook presents definitiol"s of 23 fundament a l 
radiation quant it ies a nd uni ts. It resulted from a 3-year 
study by t he Ad Hoc Committee on Quant ities a nd Uni t of 
t he I CR U. It includes ne\y n a mes for cer tain quantit ies 
a nd cla rified definitions for ot hers. It presents a system of 
concept s and a set of definitions which is intern ally consist ent 
a nd yet of sufficient generali t y to cover presen t r equirements 
a nd such future requirements as can be foresee n. 

A tabulation of the thermodynamic properties of normal 
hydrogen from low te mperature to 300 0 K and from 1 to 100 
atmospheres , J . W. Dean, N BS T ech. N ote 120 (Nov. 1961), 
45 cents. 
P ressure, volume, t emperat ure, intern al energy, enth alpy, 
a nd entropy of norma l hydrogen gas have bee n tabulated 
along isobars in 1 OK temperature steps. T he ra nge covered 
is from t he sat uration temperature to 300 Ole and from a 
pressure of 1 t o 100 atmospheres. The source of data is t he 
Research P aper 1932 of the Nationa l Bmeau of Standards 
J ournal of Research. The method is descri bed by which the 
data presented in R esen,r ch P aper 1932 is reduced t o proper
ties directly useful for engineering cal culations. A method is 
al 0 described for est iruating t h effect of or tho-para compo
sitions upon t he tabulated proper t ies. 
T a bular values are prese nted in t he d imensional u nits of t he 
metri c system. The t abu lations are a lso availa ble in t he 



di mensional units of t he British system as T echnical Note 
No. 120, Supplement A. 

Controlled te mperature oil baths for satura ted standard cells , 
P. 1'1. Lowrie, J r. , N BS Tech. Note 141 (Aug. 1962),25 cents. 
Two oil baths for t h e temperature co nt rol of saturated stand
ard cells have been designed and fabricated at t he Boulder 
La boratories of t he National Bureau of Standards fo r opera
t ion at 28°C and 35 °C respectively. Short te rm cont rol to 
better t ha n ± 0.001 °C wit h day-to-day vari ations no greater 
t ha n 0.002 °C has been achieved wit h t he use of a mercury
t oluene t herm oregulator in corporat in g a te mperature a nt ici
pating device . The circulating syste m li mits tempera~ure 
o'!'ad ients in the oil to less t han O.UOI °C across any lO-lnch 
~ect i on . The baths incorporate p reheat a nd dra in tanks as 
well as t he ma in te mperature regulated tank t o facilitate t he 
inser t ion and removal of cells and to m inimi ze oil spi ll age. 

Coordinated color identifications for industr y, K . L . Kell y, 
N BS T ech. Note 152 (N ov. 1962), 15 cenls. 
Wh en a color is to be ide nt ifi ed, t he preciseness requi red of 
t he identificat ion is t he fi rst considerat ion . Usually t his is 
determined by a t ri al-a nd-error method wh ich can be both 
cost ly and t ime-co nsumin g. F or so me uses, . ~ c.o lo r na me 
consisting of a hue na me or a hue name a nd mod ifi er JS su ffi cJen t 
whil e fo r others, a notation of t he color in a color-order sys
te m will suffi ce. Wh ere maximum p recision is required, t he 
color should be measured instrumentall y a nd t he results ex
pressed numeri call y . This paper describes t he coo rdin ated 
series of five levels of fin en ess of color identification developed 
by I SCC Subco mmi ttee for Problem 23, t he Expression of 
H istori cal Color Usage, and is based on t he I SCC-NBS 
method of designat ing colo rs. It lists t he methods for 
cha nging fron, one level to another a nd gives examples of t he 
use of eaeh level. 

The thermod ynamic properties of he lium from 6 to 540 0 R 
be twee n 10 and 1,500 ps ia, D . B. Mann , N B S Tech. Note 
154A. (Jan. 1962),50 cents. 
The specific volume, ent halpy, ent ropy, and internal energy 
values of helium are presented in tabula r form as fun ctions of 
pressure and temperature. 
Data a re tabulated in two-degree Ha nk in in crements for 36 
iso bars betwee n 10 psia an d 1,500 psia. A co mpa riso n wi t h 
previously published data is made where a ppli cable. 
An expression is presented whi ch re presents t he press ure
density-te lnperature surface based on p reviously pu blished 
data. 
The tabulation is p resented in t he d imensional uni ts of t he 
Bri t ish system bu t is also availa ble in t he dimensional uni ts 
of t he metri c syste m. 

E mission stabilization of thermionic diode noise sources, 
M . W. Handall and M . G. Arthur, N BS Tech. Note 160 
(Se pt. 1962), 15 cents. 
An apparat us is described which is capable of stabili zing the 
d-c plate current of a temperature-limited t hermionic diode 
noise source to better t ha n 0.02 percent, which corresponds 
to a noise power stability of better t han 0.001 db t hroughout 
t he current range of 1 ma to 100 rna. 

Evalu a tion of unex pecte dly large radiation ex pos ures by 
means of photographic film , W . 1.. McLaughlin , NBS Tech. 
Note 161 (Aug . 1962), 15 cents. 
Conventional film types used in personnel moni to ring film 
badges are suitable for n'leasuring X- and 'Y-radiation expo
sures only up to 1,000 R . By using special processin g pro
cedmes, i t is possible to exte nd t he ra nge of t he less se nsitive 
co mponen t of most commercial fi lm p ackets up to at least 
10 000 R . Limitations in precision of readings due to changes 
in ' rate depende nce, energy dependence, an d ch anges in t he 
shape of the character istic curve in t his range are discussed. 
Exchange behavior of kaolins of varying degrees of cr ysta l
linity, W. C. Ormsby, J . M. Sha rtsis, and K I-I . Woodside, 
J . Am. Ce1'a1n. Soc. 45, N o. 8, 861-866 (Aug. 1962). 
P ar t icle-size fractions of several Georgia k aolins, which were 
prepared by sedimen tat ion procedures, were examined fro m 
the standpoint of crystallinity, cation-exchange capacity, 
and surface a rea. Crystall inity was studied using X-ray 
techni q ues, excha nge capacit ies were measured us in g t he 

manganese saturation method, and surface areas were de
termined using glycerol adsorp t ion techniques. A linear 
relation was obtained between surface areas a nd exchange 
capacit ies when areas were in crcased by decreasing t he par
t icle size or by cha ngin g from well cr ystalli zed to poo rl y 
crystallized kaol ins. In most cases, the empirically deter
mined crystallini ty ratios indicated a ch ange in crystallin ity 
with change in pa rt icle size, the crystallinity generalJ y in
creasing with decreasing part icle size in individual samples. 
H owever, unl ike t he relat ion noted for exchange, t he crys
tall ini ty did no t consistently co rrelate wit h area changes 
both a mong t he various samples and wi t hin t he vario us 
pa rt icle size fract ions of a single sample. T hese res ults sug
gest t hat t he relatively high cation excha nge capacit ies of 
poorly ordered kaolins is more directly a result of high sm face 
a reas wi t h crystall ini ty playing, at most, a ver y minor role. 

M icrowave measure me nts in the NBS E lectronic Ca libration 
Center , R. E . La rso n, I nsl . Elec. Engl's. 109 , Pl. B , Slt ppl. 
No . 28, 644-650 (1962). 
I n t he Electroni c Calibration Cente r of t h e National Bureau 
of Standards Radio Standa rds Laborato ry, Boulder, Colo., 
work is proceeding to wards t he establishm ell t or extension of 
calibration se rvices over a broad range of frequencies in t he 
microwave region. At t he present t ime, measurements can 
be made over limi ted po rt ions of t he frequency spectrum for 
t he quan t it ies of low-level c.w. power, rc fl ection coeffi cient, 
frequency a nd attenuation. Calibration ser vices are cur
rently prov ided for a ll of t hese q ua nt ities. Instrumentation 
fo r t he measurement of m icrowave noise is lI ear completion. 
A survey is given of t he microvl' ave measu I'e ment techniques 
employed in t his work. 

A modula ted sub-carri er techni que of meas uring micro
wave attenuation , G. E. Schafer and R . R . BO\\'man, I nst. 
E lec . Engl's. 109, Pt. B , Sup pl. No. 28, 788-786 (1962) . 
A method of measurin g mi crowave attenuation is proposed 
whi ch has t he advantages of an t-f substit ut ion meth od with 
single-sideba nd operation . H owever , ord inary ampli t ude 
modulation is used, a nd neit ller the carrier nor one of the 
sidebands needs to be suppressed. 
T wo versions of instrumenting t hi s meth od a re described an d 
so me operational hi nts a re given. One of t h ese versions is 
capa ble of high accUl'acy with commercially available equ ip
ment. T he proposed method was tested by measuring t he 
relative attenuation of a microwave variable attenuator at 
9.3897 Gcps, attaining a precision of 0.000 1 db at 0.01 db 
a nd 0.2 db at 50 db . T he measurements are compared wit h 
calibrations performed by other methods. A special com
parison with values obtained from d-c substit ut ion techniques 
was made in which environmental e ffects were largely elimi
nated. 
F actors affecting t he accuracy of measurements made by 
this technique a re discussed . Some of th e precautions neces
sary to attain high accuracy are given. 

A sur veyor microwave power-meas ureme nt techniques 
employed at the Nation al Bureau of S tandards, G. F. Engen, 
I nst. Elec. Engrs. 109, Pt. B , Suppl. No . 23, 734-739 (1962). 
The bolo metric technique of power measurement is an im
por tant par t of the mi crowave art. The paper describes 
certain refin ements an d extensions of this basic method which 
ha ve been developed at t he Boulder Laboratories of t he 
National Bureau of Standards and which provide t.he basis 
for a microwave po wer-calibration ser vice. 
The attendant problems may be divided in to three categories: 
(i) measurement of t he substituted or bolometric bias power, 
(ii) evaluation of t he d.e. r .f. substitu tion error, and (iii) 
determinat ion of t he bolometer m ount effi cien cy. 
In t he first area, t he LaboratOJ'y has developed precise and 
auto matic d.c. instru mentation whi ch permits an accuracy 
of 0·1 percen t to be realized on a routine basis. I n t he 
seco nd a nd t hird a reas, microcalorimetric techniques enable 
a determin ation of t he total microwave power dissipated 
within t he bolometer mount; this, when compared wit h a 
simultaneous bolo metric measureme nt, deter mines t he com
bined effect of the substitution error and mount effi ciency. 
Another in teresting tool for evaluating bolometer-moun t 
e fficiency is provided by t he Kerns impeda nce method. The 
implementation of t his techniqu e h as a lways proved a real 
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ehallell ge, buL rece nt applications of modified reft ectometer 
techni ques to t he problem have r esulted in improved accuracy . 
Co n istent agreement, wi t hin a ha lf percent, wi t h micro
calori metric determinations has been r eal ized at X-band 
frequencies. 
Because a bolometer completely abso rbs t he power being 
measured, t he problem of co mpa ring 0 1· calibrating a bolom
eter mount in terms of a seco nd moun t is inherently more 
di ffi cul t t han t hat of comparing two vo lt meters or a mmeters 
where simultaneous observat ions of t he same quanti ty are 
possible. This problem has, in fact, been a majo r limitation 
to t he accuracy so far achieved in t he art. 
T wo m ethods of dealing with this problem have been de
veloped which employ directio nal couplers and r e lated 
techniqu es. 

A variable-parameter direct-curre nt s witching filter, G. F. 
Montgomery, P 1·0C. IRE 50, No.9, 1986 (Se pt. 1962) . 
In a direct-current circui t controlled by a switc h, t he contact 
a rc is suppressed and thc current t ra nsient is modified by 
using a vari able-parameter switchin g fil te r . A rectifier varics 
the network stru cture durin g contact ma ke a nd break. 

Synthesis of an immittance function with two negative 
impedance converters, S. B. Geller, IRE T rans. Circuit 
Theory CT- 9, No.3, 291 (Se pt. 1962). 

A tcchni q ue is shown for synthesizing a fun cLion such as 
l ' (s) = ~ t hrough Lhe use of two negative impedance con-

s 
verters. Kin ariwal a 's method is uscd wit h a limi t process 
wh en t he fun ction fa ils in onc of t he requ i,·ed co nstrain ts. 

The s pontaneous martenE' itic trans formation s in 18 % Cr, 
8 % Ni s teel s, R.. P . Reed, Acta M et. 10, 865- 877 (Sept . 1962) . 
On cooling 18 per cent Cr , 8 percent N i steels t ra nsfor m 
marte nsically to two product (. and ",'). Sheets representin g 
eit her. or stacking faul t clusters h ave bee n observed to fo rm 
p rior to the formation of ",'. Photographic sequences demon
strating the form ation of "" from t hese sheets a re included . 
Rome t ransfo rrnation characteristics of both • an d ",' a rc 
discussed . 
The morphology of the ",' has been determined . It was 
fou nd that the "" formed as long, narrow pl ates a nd thaL 
t he e plates were boun ded by III sheets. The long direction 
of the plates was paraliel or nearly parall el to < 110 > . If 
they were parallel to < llO > t he n t he pl:1tes had 225 habi t 
pla nes. It t hey dev iated fro m < 110 > then the ha bi t p lane 
lVas not (225), possible a lter nate habi t planes are p lotLed. 
In addition, t he [111 ) habit plane was observed . 

A high speed pyrometer , G. A. H orn beck, Book, '/'elilperatll1·e, 
its j\I[ eaStlrement and Conb·ol in Science and f ndustJ"!J III , 
Pt. 2, 425-428 ( Reinhold P ub! . Corp. , New 1·ork, N. ) ·., 1962). 
A new high-speed selective spectromete r empl oyed as a 
mu ltiwavelength pyrometer is described. T his instrument 
is essen t ially a device which permi ts t he sequential measure· 
men t of a number of narrow bands of radi ation at any chose n 
wavele ngths at a high r ate of speed. The prototype instru
ment whi ch is described was designed to demo nstrate a t hree 
wavele ngth py rometer with a presentation rate permitt in g 
1,000 te mperature de termi nations per seco nd . 

The viscous heating correction for viscometer flows, E. A. 
K earsley, Trans. S oc. Rheology VI, 253-261 (1962). 
A method is demonstrated for solving simple steady floll·s of 
incompressible Ne wtonia n fluid lI·ith vi scous heatin g. As an 
('xample, a generalization of Poi seuille fl ow is ,olve r! in simple 
(e rm s. 

Wavelengths, energy levels, and pressure shifts in mercury 
198, \T. }\:au fm an, J. Opt. Soc . .rim. 52, )\"0 . S, 866- 870 (!l1I0. 
1.962) . 
The vacuum wavelengths of 27 li nes of UglJ8 a nd 6 lin es of 
Kr86 have been mcas u red relative to Lhe international stand
a rd of length, the Krs6 line at 6057.80211 A, by photographic 
Fabry-p prot interferometr y. These measurements we re 
made with [[ glaS electrodeless In mps co ntainin g argo n "t 
p ressures of ~4, :~, and 10 mm Ji g and a }\:r86 hot-cathodc 

l>t lll]) operated accordi ng Lo t he co ndi LiOll s prescribed by Lhc 
In ternational Conference on Weights a nd Measures in 1060. 
E nergy-level valu es ha ve been deri ved from t he wavelengths 
of eac h of the Hgl98 so urces , a nd on t he basis of t hese valu eR, 
the energy level an d wavelength shifts per unit pressure of 
argon have bee n calculated. The sui tabili ty of t he LI !l;' '" 
electrodeless la m p as a sou I·ce of wavelength . tanda rds for 
interferometric measurement of length a nd wavelengLh is 
di scussed. 

A network transfer theorem, G. F. Montgomery, I RE TTan~. 
Audio AU- 10, N o. 3, 88 (Ma y-J une 1962). 
For a linear, passive, reciprocal two-port network, t he forwa rd , 
open-circuit voltage transfer ratio is equ al to t he reverse, 
short-circuit current transfer ratio. 

Strengthening of hot work die steels, C. R. Irish a nd S. J. 
Rosenberg, Tmns. Quart. 55, N o. 3, 613-623 (Sept. 1962). 
A study of four hot-work die 8teels of t he 5 pe rcent chromium 
type sho wed t hat all retained a high percentage of their room 
temperature strengths at temperatures up to 800 OF . 
At 600 oF., the I ,OOO-hour stress-rupture life was in excess of 
98 percen t of t he short-time tensile strength at that tempera
tu re. At 800 OF , failures were obtained at s tresses between 
85 a nd 98 percent of t he short-time strength. 
Specimens t hat survi ved 1,000 hou rs in t l1f' st ress-ru pture 
machines were subsequently tensile tested at roo m tempera
t ure. The resul ts obtained in dicated t hat t he st rength of 
th ese specimens had been sign ifica ntly in creased. 

Acoustical interferometer employed as an instrume nt for 
meas uring low absolute temperatures. G. Catala nd a nd 
11. II. Plumb, J. Acousl. Soc. A.m. 3<1 , No.8, 1145- 1146 
(Aug. 1962) . 
\T alu es of ab olll Le Lemperatu re at 2° and 20 OK ha ve been 
deter mined from expe rimental mea llreme nts of t he speed of 
sound as a funct ion of press ure in helium gas. T ile acoustical 
inte rfero meter was t he instrument employed in th e measure
men ts, a nd t he accuracy achieved in t he experiment ind icates 
t hat sonic t herm ometry at low te mperatures may be competi
t ive with other co nventional thCl" momeLry techn iques. 

Corre lation of factors influencing the pressures generated in 
multi-anvil devices, J . C. H ouck an d U. O. Hutton, Am. 
Soc. M ech. Enors. P aper 62- WA -254 (1962). 
Tests were perfor med with t hree different mul Lia nvil wedge
Ly pe high pressure devices, usin g pyrophylli te as t he sample 
ho leler. Two dev ices made use of tet ra hedrons, nomi na ll y 
!~" a nd I " on a n edge; t he t hird used a nomin al %" cube. 
T he cha nge in electrical resistance was used to detect t he 
transit ions of bismuth I - II (25.2 kb) bismu t h II- III (26.6 kb) 
a nd barium (59 kb) . Major effects observed were: (1) Oven 
dryin g the pyrop hylli te sample holders to r emove moisture 
ga.ve s ign ifi cantly lower a.11\·il forces to reach t he transit ion. 
(2) A silver chloride sleeve not onl y caused t ra nsit ion to go to 
completion for smalle r increases in a pplied a nvil forces, but 
also r ed uced t he a nvil forces required to reach t he bismu t h 
II- III a nd the bariu m (59 kb) transitio n pressures. (3) A 
wide range of s izes of sample holders in the same size die had 
li ttle effect on anvil for ce required to reach t he transit ion. 
(4) Comparison of resul ts with t he %" and I" tetrahed rons 
5howed t hat t hc ra m loads required to attain the transit ions 
were proportional to t he face a reas of t he anvils . 
A "two-stage" device was constructed by inser tion of hardencd 
steel t runcated cones in t he faces of t he pyrophylli te tetrahe
drons. This arrangement permi tted t he attainment of t he 
bismuth 88 kb transit ion with t he r am loa d reduced to abou t 
one-half of t hat required for t he single-stage a rra ngemen t. 

The temperature dependence of flow and fractur e character
istics of an age-hardenable alloy, W. D. Jenkins and W. A. 
Willard, 'i'mns. ASM, 55, No. 3, 580-598 (S ept. 1962). 
Mechanisms contribu t in g to fl ow, fracture a nd du ct ili ty of 
polycrystalline Duran ickel tensile specimens tested in t he 
temperature r ange 75 ° to 1,200 OF a re discussed. The 
temperature dependence of the yield poin t p henomenon and 
reversals in strength-temperature curves of t he a nn ealed metal 
is attribu ted to precipitation of NbAl duri ng deformation . 
In crease in strength a nd decrease in du ctili ty du e to aging 
are rationalized on t he basis of t he pl·ese nce of precipitates 
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which interfere with the motion of dislocations. The density, 
distribution, shape a nd size of slip bands, precipitated parti
cles, cr acks and cavit ies in t h e specimens before and after 
fracture were observed by means of optical and electron 
microscopy and a re discussed by use of dislocation theory. 
The influence of agin g on tensile deformation and of tensile 
deformation on agin g is partially analyzed by means of 
hardness values. 

The e ffect of experimental variable including the martens itic 
transformation on the low-temperature mechanical properties 
of austenitic stainless steels, C. J. Guntner and R. P . Reed, 
Trans. A8M 55, No. 3,399-491 (Se pt. 1962). 
The austen itic stainless s tee ls in general are excellent low 
temperature stru ctural materials. Most of t hese steels 
undergo a martensit ic transfor mation which produces both a 
hexagonal close-packed phase a nd a body centered phase and 
affects t he mecllanical properties. 
Tensile, notched-tens ile and impact tests have been conducted 
on AISI 202, AM 350, USS Tendon, AISI 310 and 5 com
mercial grades of AISI 304 an d AISI 304L at temperatures 
between 300 and 4° K. Values are obtflined for tensil e 
strength, notched-tens ile strength, impact strength , tensi le 
elongation, tensile reduction of area and notched-tensile
reduction of area. A plot is also included on t he percent 
phase transformation as a func tion of tensile strain and tem
perature. Experimental variables considered are temperature, 
strain rate, specimen geometry and initial microstructure. 
The influences of the exp erimental variables and the mar
tensitic transformation characteristics on th e mechanical 
properti es are discussed. 

Characteristics of r esistance strain gages, R. L. Bloss, Book, 
Semiconductor and Conventional Strain Gages, Ed. Mills 
Dean, I I I and R. D. Douglas, chapt. V I I , 123-142 (Academic 
P ress, Inc., New York, N.Y., Oct. 1962). 
Although resistance strain gages a re very useful devices for 
many appli cations, their characteristics and limitations must 
be examined closely when use in a new situation is contem
plated. The characteristics a nd factors which may limit t he 
usefuln ess of t hese gages include (1) strain sensitivity, (2) 
tcm perature sensitivity, (3) resistance instability, (4) shelf 
life of components, (5) effects of moisture, (6) incompatibili ty 
of components, (7) fatigue life, (8) frequency range, (9) mag
netostrictive effects, and (10) incompatibility with environ
ment. These factors are d iscussed and illustrated. 

Standard tests for e lectrical properti es, A. I-I. Scott, SP E J. 
1375-1378 (Nov. 1962). 
A discussion is given of the use of standard tests to deter
mine (1) volume a nd surface resistivity, (2) permittivity 
(dielectric constant) and dissipation factor, (3) dielectric 
strength and (4) arc r esistance or t racking. Both American 
and International Tests are cited. 

Chromium plating by thermal decomposition of dicumene 
chromium, W. H. Metzger, Jr. , Plating <l9, No. 11, 11 76 
(Nov. 1962). 
A technical note describ ing experiments on chromiu m plating 
by t hermal decomposition of d icumene chromium . 

New wave meter for millimeter wavele ngths, R. W. Zimmerer, 
Rev . Sci . [nstl·. 33, No.8, 858-859 (Aug. 1962). 
A new lVaVe ~l1 eter of simple design is described. The princi
ple of operation makes use of a ne,,· development in physical 
opt ics. Thc actual performance of t he device was measured 
and compared with t he t heory. 

The use of a Venturi tube as a quality meter , R. V. Smith, 
P. C. Wergin , J . F . Ferguson , and R. B. J acobs, J . Basic 
Eng. 8<l, 411-412 (Se pt. 1962). 
It is shown t hat the relationship between the p ressure drop 
t;p, the mass rate of flow m, and t he quality x, of the two
phase fluid flowing through a Venturi can bc correlated by 
the following expression 

;-
'\ t;P =a+bx 

m 

It follows that if the preSSure drop and mass fl ow rate are 
measured, t he quality is easily computed. 

Dislocation loops in deformed copper, A. W. Ruff, Jr. , Fifth 
I ntern. Congress for Electron J1.1icroscopy, p. J -10 (Academic 
Press, Inc ., New York, N.Y., 1962) . 
An examinat ion by transmission electron microscopy of single 
crystal copper foils which were deformed 12 percent and 20 
percent by rolling, has revealed the presence of considerablc 
numbers of small dislocation loops. Average values are given 
for the dislocation density and the loop density. It is believed 
that t hese loops were formed from point defects generated during 
the deformation, and t hat t he point defect concentration 
immediately after d eformation lVas at least 10- 5 . The 
diffraction contrast effects associated with the loops indicate 
that t he d islocations are complete and not partial. 

Applications of resistance thermometer s to calori metry, 
G. T. Furukawa, Book, Temperature, I ts Measw'ement and 
Control in Science and I ndustry III, Pt. 2, 317-328 (Reinhold 
Publ. Co ., New York, N .Y., 1.962). 
The importance of the resistance thermometer in t he accuratc 
measurement of both temperature and the heat leak of the 
calorimeter is discu ssed. The final accuracy of the determina
t ion of heat capacity is shown to be dependent upon the 
accurate and consistent measurement of heat input to t he 
sample and the corresponding rise in temperature. The 
various heat-capacity calorimeters used in the range from 10 
to 400 OK are briefly described with emphasis upon t he 
appli cations of resistance t hermometers, the methods for cali
brating them, and the problems associated with the design of 
calorimeter vessels. Comparison is madE' of the t hermometric 
propert ies of platinum, copper, indium, lead and gold-silver 
alloy. The need for high relative accuracy in the measure
men t of t; R is emphasized. The various temperature scales 
used in calorimetry are compared and t heir applications a re 
described. Absorption spectrum of carbon vapor in solid 
argon at 4° and 20 OK, R. L. Barger and I-I. P . Broida, J . 
Chern. Phys. 37, No.5, 1152- 1153 (Sept. 1, 1962). 

Obtaining the internal junction characteristics of a transistor 
for use in analog s imulation , S. B. Geller, IRE Trans. 
Electron. Computers EC- U, No.5, 709-710 (Oct. 1962). 
A techn ique is described for making the in terna l base-to
emitter junction characteristics of an alloy junction transistor 
avai lahle to an analog computer s imulation process. Thi s is 
accomplished with an active feedback network that continu 
ously compensates for t he internal voltage drop across t hc 
extrinsic base-spreadi ng r csistance fit all bflse current levels. 

The thermorlynamic scale of temperatur e below 1 0 K, 
R. P. H udson, Book, Temperal1lre, Its N[easurement and 
Control in Science and I ndustry III, Pt. I , 51-57 ( Reinhold 
Publ . Co. , New York, N.Y., 1962). 
Followin g a brief di sc ussion of the principles of magnetic 
t hermometry, a description is given of t he main methods use 
to derive t he r elation between t he " magnetic scale" and t he 
absolu te scale of temperature. Experimental results pub
lished since 1953 are summa.rized. An account is given of 
t he measurement of absolute temperature using t he ani sotropy 
of radiation emitted from oriented radioactive nuclei. Recent 
work on the intercomparison of "nu clear orientation scales", 
and on t he comparison of one such scale with a magnetic 
scale, is reviewed. There follows It short account of the 
adaptation of t he magnet ic-cooling methorl to nuclear para
magnetics and the production of temperatures of the order 
of one microdegrec Kelvin. 

Precision phase meter , D . M. ' Vaters, D. Smith, and U. C. 
Thompson, Jr., IRE Trans. I nstr. I-II, 64- 66 (Sept. J 962). 
A precision electromechan ical phase meter has been devAJopAd 
to r ecord slow, continuous phase variations often encountered 
in radio propagation research . The phase meter will fnllow 
phase variations up to several complete cycles un ambigunusly 
and small phase variations as fast as 1 cis. 

The effect of temperature and humidity on the oxidation of 
air-blown asphalts, P. G. Campbell, J . R. Wrigh t, a nd 
P. B. Bowman, Mater. R es. Std. 2, No. 12, 988-995 (Dec. 
1962). 
The effects of temperature and humidity on the oxidation of 
air-blown roofing asphalts were determined by measuring t he 
changes in infrared absorption in the carbonyl band caused by 
carbon-arc exposure of t he asphalts under varying conditions 
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of tempe mLure and relative humidity . Asphalt oxidation 
was measured for both fixed periods of exp osure, and as a 
function of ex posure t ime. HoLh Lemperature a nd humidity 
affected the rate of asph alt oxid aLion , with temperature being 
t he more criLical para meter. The se nsiLivity of the asphalts 
to changes in te mperature a nd relaLive hllmidity varied wit h 
asphal t source a nd asph alt du rab iliLy. The relat ive order of 
oxidation stability of a se ries of as pha lts ex posed out doors 
was, in gener al, t he same as t hat obtain ed with exposure to 
carbon-ar c radia tion. Th e formatio n and subsequent de
composi tion of an as hp::t1t-oxyge n-water complex is proposed 
as a possible mechan ism for t he effects of temperature and 
relati ve humidity on asphalt oxidat ion rates. 

The thermodynamic tem!)erature scale, its de finition and 
~ r ealization , C. M. H erzfeld, Book, T empemture, Its Measure

ment and Control in Science and I ndustry III, Pt. I , 41-50 
( Reinhold P ubl. Co., N ew York, N.Y. , 1962) . 
A temperature scale based on t hermodynamics is conceptually 
straightforward. The usual definit ion is give n and the 
r ealization of t he scale by means of gas thermometry is dis
cussed . 
The scale can be extended by appeal to t he statistical me-

~ ~~:~~~~ ~~trl~~tt;~~e~~!e;~~~~r~:~ld~~ti~~Y!~~ ~~~gn~~!~ 
methods respectively, are presented . 

Statistical mechanical arguments m ake possible the use of 
the concept of t e mperature for systems differing greatly from 
those conte mplated in classical thermodynamics. 

Use of a " peek-a-boo" information r etrieval technique for a 
per sonal refere nce file, J. A. Bennett, J . Wash. Acad. Sci. 

l 52, No.9, 216-219 (Dec. 1962). 
r' Optical coincide nce subject cards have many advantages for 

indexing a personal r eference file. A system having a capac
ity of 1,500 ite ms has proven very useful and does not 
requ ire co mplicated punching and searching equipment . 

Photograph ic strain m easuring techniq ue for use above 3,000 
II. L. Mordfin an d T. Rubusto, Jr. , Proc. I nstr. Soc .. 1m. 17 , 
P t. 1, 3 .4.62-1 (1962). 

i.. A technique for m easurin g local surface strains in a structural 
( test specimen is proposed , in which gage point m a rkin gs a p

plie cl to t he surface of t he s peci men a re photographed. This 
pa per d escribes a n exploratory applicaLion of t his meLhoci 
to t he m easuremen t of axial a nd late ral st ra ins in th e tensile 
test of a mol ybdenum rod at 3,500 F in a vacuum. 

The s peed of processes involved in electroplating: moveme nt 
of solute , attai nment of th e steady state and formation of 
metal , A. Bre nn er, 49th A nnual T ech. P 1·OC. Am. Electroplater!; 
Soc. p. g-18 (1962) . 
The time involved in variou s processes occurring dllring or
din a ry electroplating was discussed . Ions moved to t he 
cathode at the rate of 10- 4 cmlsec. The upward move
m ent of convection currents alon g a n electrode was a bout 6 
cm P CI' minute. The time req uired to reach a steady st ate 
of electrolys is was about 2 minutes . D eposition of meta l can 
be madc to occu r with a microseco nd pulse of current. By 
mean s of galvanostagometry is was shown that a n plectrorle 
reaction occurs in less than 5 m icroseconds after a circuit is 
closed. 

Journal of Research 67A (Phys . and Che rn.) , No.1 (J a n.
Feb. 1963) , 70 cents . 

H eat of formation of calci um al umin a te monosuHate at 25 cC. 
H. A. Be rm an and E. S. ~ewman . 

2,3-Dimethylpen tane a nd 2-meth ylhexane as a test mi xLure 
for evalu at ing high ly efficient fract ionat in g columns. K C. 
Kuehn er. 

~ Phase equilibrium relat ions in th e Sc20 3- Ga20 3 system. S. J. 
Schne ider a nd J . L. Waring. 

Analysis of two infra red bands of C 1J2D 2• Wm. B . Olson, 
I-I. C. Allen , Jr ., and E. K. Plyler . 

Precise coulomet ri c t it rations of halides . G. :\'[arinenko a nd 
J. K. T aylor. 

Radial distribu t ion stud y of vitreous ba rium bor·osilicate. 
G. J . Pi ermarini and S. Block. 

D y namic compressibili ty of poly (vinyl acetate) a nd its rela
t ion to free volume. J. E. McKinney and H. V. Belcher. 

An investigation of the constitu t ion of t he mer cu ry-t in sys te m. 
D . F. Taylo r a nd C. L. Burns . 

Effect of methyl bromide a ddi t io ns on t he fla me s peed of 
methane. C. H alper n. 

Journal of Research 67A (Phys . and Che rn .) , No.2 (Mar.
Apr. 1963) , 70 ce n ts . 

Third spectrum of pall adi u m (Pd III). A. G. Shens tone. 
B roadening of the rotational lines of carbon monoxide by 

HCl and argon. R. J . Thibault, J . II . J a ffe, and E. K. 
P lyler. 

Theory of fru strated total refiection in volving metalli c sur
faces. T. R. Young an d B. D. Rothrock. 

Quantitative metallography with a digital co rpputer: applica
tion to a Nb-Sn s uperconducting w ire . G. A. Moore and 
L . 1,. Wyman. (See a bove abstracts.) 

Moire fringes produced by a point projection X-ray micro
scope. S. B. Newman. (See above abst racts .) 

Cyclic polyhydroxy ketones. I. Oxidation products of 
hexahydroxybenzene (benzenehexol) . A. J . Fatiadi and 
H. S. I sbell. 

Effect of pre sure a nd temperature on the refracti ve indices 
of benzene, carbon tetrachloride, a nd water . R. M. 
Waxler and C. E. Weir. 

Pressure-density-te mperatu re relations of fluid p ar a hydrogen 
from 15 to 100 OK at press ures to 350 atmo pheres. R. D. 
Goodwin , D. E. Diller , II . M . Roder, and L. A. Weber. 

A method for determining the ela tic constants of a cubic 
crystal from veloci ty measure ments in a single arbitrary 
direction; application to SrTi03• J. B . Wachtman, Jr. , 
M . L . Wheat, a nd S. Ma rzu llo . (See above abstracts.) 

Journal of Research 67B (Math. and Math. Phys.) , No.1 
(Jan.- Mar. 1963) , 75 cents . 

Evaluation of a generali zed ellipt ic-ty pe integral. L . F . 
Epstein and J. II. IIubbell . 

An algori t hm fo r obtai ning a n or thogonal set of indiv id ual 
deg rees of freedom fOT error. J . M. Cameron. 

llecognition of co mpletely Ini xed games. A. J . Goldman . 
A n ew type of co mpu table inductor. C. IT. Page . (Sec 

a bove a b tracts. ) 
~umer i cal co mputat ion of t he temporal developmen t of 

currents in a gas di ~charge t ube. W. Bo reh-Supa n a nd 
1 LOser. 

Tables of ge nera of gro ups of li near fract ion al transform a
t ions. ] l. Fell , M. N e wman, and E . Ordman. 

Journal of Research 67D (Radio Prop .) , No.1 (Jan.- Feb. 
1963) , 70 ce nts. 

A lun a r thcory reassertecl- a rebuttal. J. V. Evans. Point 
Lo-point co mmunication on the moon . L. K Vogler. 

[IF communication dur ing ionospheric sto rms. G. E. Hill . 
Use of surface refractivity in the empirical prediction o f total 

atmospheric refraction . W. R. Iliff an d J . M. Holt. 
Effective s unspot numbers. VV. B . Chadwick. 
On the theory of radio wave propagation over inhomogeneo us 

earth. K. Furutsu. 
Fields of electric dipoles in sea water (a correction). W. 

Anderson . 
Composition of reflection a nd tran smission formu lae. J. 

I-leading. 
Titheridge coeffi cients for the polynomial method of ded ucing 

electron density profiles from ionogmms. A. n. Long and 
J. O. Thomas. 

Input admittance of li near anten nas driven from a coax ial 
line. T . T . Wu . (See a bove abstract~. ) 

Journal of Research 67D (Radio Pro!).) , No.2 (Mar.- Apr. 
1963) , 70 cen ts. 

The protecLion of frequ encies for radio astronomy. R . L. 
Smith-Rose. 

Radar re flec tions from the moon at 425 Mc/s. G . H . :vJ:iIlman 
and F . L. Rose. 
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Suuset and sunrise in the ionosphere: effects on the propaga
tlOn of longwaves. J. Rieker. 

Correction of atmospheric refraction errors in radio height 
finding. W. B. Sweezy and B. R. Bean. 

Empirical deter mination of total atmospheric refraction at 
centimeter wavelen~ths by radiometric means. A. C. Anway. 

Propaga~lOn of radlOfrequency electromagnetic fields in 
geologIcal conductors. V. Fritsch, t ranslated from German 
by A. P. Barsis. 

WWV reception in the aTctic during ionospheric d isturbances. 
G. E. Hill and J. R. H erman. 

H eight-gain for VLF radio waves. J. R. Wait and K P . 
Spies. 

Perturbation method in a problem of waveguide theory. 
D. Fox and W. Magnus. 

Some w:ave functions and potential function s pertaining to 
spherIcally stratified m edia. C. T. Tai. 

Radiation from a plasma-clad axially-slotted cy linder. 
W. V. T . Rusch. 

Two- and three-loop superdirective receiving antenn as. 
E. "T. Seeley. 

Hallen's method in the problem of a cavity-backed rectangular 
slot antenna. J . Galej s. 

R elative convergence of t he solution of a doubly infinite set 
of equations. R. Mittra. 

Periodicals received in the Library of the National Bureau of 
Standards, July 1962, N. J . Hopper, NBS Mono. 57 (N ov. 
23, 1962),25 cents (Supersedes NBS Circular 563 and the 
1st supplement to NBS Circular 563). 

Handbook for CRPL Ionospheric Prediction s Based on 
Numerical Methods of Mapping, S. M . Ostrow, NBS 
Handb. 90 (Dec . 21 , 1 9~2), 40 cents (Supersedes Circ . 465). 

R eport of t he 47th NatlOnal Conference on Weirrhts and 
M easures 1962, NBS Misc. Publ. 244 (Nov . 23, 1962), 
75 cents. 

Hydraulic r esearch in the United States 1962, H. K. Middle
ton, NBS Misc . Pub!. 245 (Oct. 26, 1962), $1.00 . 

1962 Research Highlights of the National Bureau of Stand
ards, Annual Report, NBS Misc. Publ. 246 (Dec. 1962) , 
70 cents. 

Quarterly radio noise data , March , April May 1962 and 
corrigendL:m for T echnical Notes 18- 1' through 18- 11, 
W. Q. Cnchlow, R. T. DIsney and M . A. J enkin s, NBS 
T ech. Note 18- 14, (Aug. 9, 1962) 50 cents. 

Mean electron density var iatio ns of th e quiet ionosphere 
No.8- October 1959, J. W . Wright, L . R. Wescott, and 

• D. J .. Brow~ , NBS Tech . Note 40- 8, (Sept. 1962), 35 cent s. 
f-l.vnoptlC radlO metrology, B. R. Bean, J . D. Horn , and 

. L .. P . Riggs, NBS. T ech. Note .98, (Oct. 1962) , 50 cen ts . 
Blbhograph)' on dIrectIOn findIng and related ionosplwric 

propagat IOn topICS, 1955- 1961 , O. D. Remmler, NBS T ec h. 
Note 127, (Oct. 1962), 60 cents. 

Equatorial spread, F. W . Calvcrt, NBS T cch . Note 145 
(Aug . 1, 1962), 60 cents . 

The ener~y parameter B fo r strong blast waves, D . L. JO\1(-S, 
r NBS T ech. N otc 155, (July 1962), 25 cents. 
Thermal balance in the ji' r egion of t he atmospllPre, D. C. 

Hun t, NBS T ech . No te ]62 (Sept . 1962),50 ce nts. 
Spectrophotometric determination of hyd roperoxid e in di

ethyle ether, W . C. Wolfe, Anal. Chern. 3<1, No. 10, 1328-
1330 (Sept. 1962) . 

Analysis of the hydroxyl radical vibra tion rotation spectrum 
between 3900 A and 15000 A, A. M. Bass and D . Ga rvin , 
J. Mol. SpE'ctry. 9, No . 2, 114- 123 (Au g. 1962) . 

Structure and structure imperfections of solid j3-oxygrn , E. M. 
.Horl, Acta Cryst. 15, No.9, 845- 850 (Sept. 1962) . 

Kmeti?s of Cs+ desorption from tungsten, M. D. Scheer and 
J . Fme, J. 9.hem. Phys. 37, No.1, 107-113 (July 1962). 

Effect of addItIves on s ilver iodide particles exposed to light, 
G. Burley and D. W. H errin. J . Appl. Meteoro!. 1. No.3 
355-356 (Oct. 1962) . · , 

Symposi.um .on. teaching of materials: Aspects of material 
behavlOr ~lgmficant to engineers, J . M. Frankland, J. Eng. 
~ech. Dlv.- Proc . Am. Soc . Civil Engl'. Paper No. 3246, 
f5-81 (Aug. 1962) . 

Neutral meson pho~oprod uction from complex nuclei, R . A. 
Schrack, J . E. LCISS and S. Penner, Phys. Rev. 127, No.5 
1772- 1783 (Sept. 1, 1962). ' 

E,,;citation of modes at ve ry 1m\" frequency in t he earth
lOnosphere wave guide, J. R. Wait, J . Geop hys . Res. 67, 
No . 10, 3823- 3828 (Sept. 1962) . 

The growth and roots of electronic computers, J. L. Little, 
Student Quart. and EE Diges t, Join t Pub!. of Am. Inst. 
Elec .. Eng:r. and IRE 1, No. 1, 64- 70 (Sept. 1962). 

AcoustICal m terferometer employed as an instrument for 
measuring low absolute temperatures , G. Cataland and 
H. H. Plumb, J. Acoust., Soc. Am. 3<1, No.8, 1145- 1146 
(Aug . 1962) . 

The Hall effec t, D. O. Webster, Student Quart . and EE Dig. 
pp . 82- 86 (Sept. 1962) . 

Dimensiona~ changes in complete dentures on drying, wetting, f. ' 

and heatll1g in water, G . C. Paffen barger and W. T. 
Sweeney , J . Am. Dental Assoc. 65, No.4 495- 505 (Oct. 
1962) . ' 

The vapor phase radiol vsis of propane-ds in t he pn'sellc(' of 
other hydrocarbons, S . G. Lias and P. Ausloos, J . Chem. 
Phys. 37, No.4, 877- 883 (Aug . 15, 1962). 

A note on t he propagation of electrolTI'l gnetic pulses over the 
earth's surface, J. R . Wait, Can. J. Phys. <10, 1264- 1269 
(1962) . 

Surfac e behavior of silve r single crystals in fused sodium 
chloride, J . Kruger and K. H. Stern , J . E lec trochem. Soc. 
109, No. 10, 889- 894 (Oct. 1962) . 

Rotational perturbations in CN 1. Zero-field t heory , optical 
Zeeman effect, and microwave t ran s ition probabilities, 
H. E. Radford and H. P. Broida, Phys. Rev. 128, ~o. 1 
231- 242 (Oct. 1962) . ' 

A new ionospheric multipath reduction fa ctor (MRF), It K. 
Salaman, IRE Trans. Commun. Systems CS- 10, 220- 222 
(J une 1962). 

The effect of electrolytes on the sodium chromot ropi sm of 
bix-(meso-2,3-diaminobutane)-nickel (II) ions, D. L. J.('us
sing, J. Harri s, and P . Wood, J. Phys. Chem. 66, 1544- J 546 
(Aug . 1962). 

The photodisin tegra tion of bismuth and t he lcad isotopes 
E. G. Fuller and E. Hayward, Nuclear Phys. 33, 431- 448 
(1962) . 

Compa ri son of t he rclative acidic str engths of th e iso meric 
dinitrophenols in benzene and water, M . M . Davis, J. AIlI. 
Ceram. Soc. 8<1,3623- 3627 (1962) . 

The has is of t he measurement systE'm, A. V. As tin, Proc . 
IRE 50, No.5, 614- 616 (May 1962). 

Predicting the perfo rmance of lon g distance t roposph eric 
communication circuits, A. P. Barsis, K. A. Norton and 
P . L. R ice, IRE Trans . Commun. Systems CS- ll1,' 2- 22 
(Ma r. 1962) . 

A neuron model which performs analog function s, D. B . 
Boyk , Proc. San Diego Symp. Biomedical Engr. , San 
DiE'go, Cali f., pp . 256- 263 (June 19- 21 , 1962) . 

The system of Bi,03-B203, E. M. Levin and C. L. McDaniel, 
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. <15, No.8, 355- 360 (Aug. 1962). 

E lectron energy losses in solids and their influence on thc 
rlectron diffraction diagram , L . Marton . J . Phvs. Soc. 
Japan 17, Suppl. B-II, 68- 73 (1961) . . ~ 

Scattered radiation from large CS l37 sources, 1,. CostrelJ, 
Hcalth Phys. 8, No.5 , 491- 498 (Oct. 1962) . 

Optical detection of microwave transitions in elcctronicallv 
excited CN produced bv a clH'mical r eaction , H. L . Bargci· , 
H. P. Broida, A. J . Estin, and H. E. Hadford , Phys. Rev. 
Letters 9. No . 8, 345- 346 (Oct. 15, 1962). 

Sum rules for vibrational-ro tational energy levels including 
centrifugal distortion , H. C . All en, Jr. , and VV. B. Olson , 
J . Chem. Phys. 37, No.2 , 212- 214 (July 15, 1962) . 

Optical cons tants of aluminum in vacuum ultraviolet , B. 
LaVilla and H. Mendlowitz , Phys. Hey . Letters 9, No.4, 
149- 150 (Aug. 15, 1962). I 

Microwave spectrum of methyldifluoroarsine, L. J . Nugent ~ 
and C. D. Co rnwell , J. Chem. Phys. 37, No . 3, 523-534 
(Aug. 1962) . I 

The industrial significance of National Bureau of Standard s 
r esearch , G. M. Kline, Mod . Plastics <10, No.2, 149 (Oct. 
1962) . 

Comments on " A new precision low level bolometer bridge," 
G . F . Engen , Proc. IRE 50, No.9, 1997 (Sept. 1962) . 
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Solar part icle in interplaneta ry space, C . S. Warwick, Sky 
and T ele cope XXIX, No . 3, 133- 136 (Sept. 1962). 

The kinet ics of the heat precipitation of collagen, J . M . 
Cassel, L. Mandelkern, and D. E . Roberts, J . Am. Leather 
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